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AIDS Quilt Comes to MSU
by Suzanne heigle'
Last night, “Handmade and Heart­
felt,” the AIDS Memorial Quilt Display 
held its closing ceremonies to a tearful 
audience of supporters.
After the audience took part in fold­
ing the numerous quilt panels laid out on 
the floor of the Student Center Ballrooms, 
Minnie Hiller, Student Assistant Coun­
selor of Passaic High School, spoke on 
the importance of awareness. “W e can 
never stop fighting, but always believe that 
together we can put an end to this prob­
lem. We can never give up. Hopefully, by 
seeing the names of those who have lost 
their lives to AIDS, the memories will 
educate others.”
The purpose of bringing the AIDS 
Memorial Quilt to MSU was to recognize 
the individuals that comprise the statis­
tics. New Jersey currently has many of the 
highest numbers of those infected with
the disease. It is ranked fifth in the na­
tion for individuals with full blown AIDS, 
third for children with AIDS, and ranked 
first for women contracting the disease. 
Today, deaths from AIDS exceeds the ca­
sualties of all wars in this century.
At the end of the ceremony, the 
only panels that remained were the MSU 
Signature Quilt and eight new quilt pan­
els to be dedicated to the NAMES 
Project. The families and friends presented 
panels in memory of Scott Alan White, 
Robert T . Sayre, Allen R. Nagel, Edward 
H. Berg, Arles C. Tallent, Michael H. 
Wein, and friends of thé Glenfield Middle 
and Mount Hebron Schools.
Upon thanking the numerous sup­
porters and event volunteers, co-chairs 
Regina Lee and Winifred V. Quinn led 
the tearful audience outside for a Memo­
rial C andlelight Vigil sponsored by 
Lambda Tau Omega Sorority.
MSU President goes to Israel
by Genie Feran ~
University students who are inter­
ested in learning more about the Middle 
East should consider spending a semes­
ter in Israel, said Dr. Irvin Reid after 
returning from a ten-day trade mission 
there.
R eid , along w ith G overnor 
W h it m a n  
and repre­
s e n ta t iv e s  
from the cor­
porate, sci­
en ce and 
technology 
fields, took 
part in the 
New Jersey 
Governor’s trade and investment mis­
sion to Israel November 8-18.
Reid shared his impressions of the 
country. “It is a window to the Middle 
East,” Reid said. “The region represents 
a market of roughly 300 million people 
- three times as large as Japan and nearly 
as large as Europe.” Reid added that 
American students majoring in business 
or government studies should take a 
closer look at the burgeoning market.
Acknowledging that the media 
plays a part in depicting the Middle East 
as a war-tom region, Reid stated that
was far from the truth in his assessment. 
“I was struck to see the conflicts going 
on in Hebron when I turned on CNN,” 
he said. “If you look at it from CNN’s 
perspective, you’d think the entire geo­
graphic region is at war. In fact, that’s 
not the case, and the TV  camera’s per­
spective is a weak one in terms of edu­
cation.” The 
ch an ces of 
being injured 
or caught in 
the crossfire 
in Israel is far 
less than in 
m a j o r  
A m e r ic a n  
cities, Reid
Rinat Librach, 21, an Economics 
major, agrees. “In Israel, children play 
in the streets, and there’s complete free­
dom,” she said. “The environment on 
campus is excellent because you get to 
study with professors from all over the 
world.” Librach studied at Tel Aviv 
University in 1995.
Reid met with students and fac­
ulty of Tel Aviv, Hebrew and Haifa Uni­
versities, the latter of which contains 
an 18 percent Arab student population, 
continued on p. 4
“W e must plan for the kind o f 
interdependence o f economies, 
cultures and political systems that 
will make up the world where 
students will work in the future," 
President Reid
said.
Student Chris Lepre looks at one o f the panels from the AIDS Memorial Quilt Display.
Student’s sculpture to  
be rem oved from  site
by John Silverman
A sculpture located outside the main 
entrance of Sprague Library which was 
installed during the summer without the 
University’s consent must be removed, 
said Provost and Vice President of Aca­
demic Affairs, Richard Lynde.
A proposed move to the sculpture 
garden behind the University Art Gal­
lery is imminent.
The sculpture, “Flying Cloth,” was 
installed in August of this year by Michiko 
Rupnow, a Fine Arts major and one of 
three winners in a sculpture competition 
sponsored by the School of Fine and Per­
forming Arts in September 1995.
The University, which helped pay 
for the installation of Rupnow’s sculpture 
in August, will pay to have the sculpture 
disassembled, moved, and reassembled 
three months later, Lynde said. It will 
cost the University approximately 28 
hours of labor and an estimated $350-450 
worth of supplies, according to Kiki W il­
liams, director of Office Services.
“My biggest problem is that it just 
appeared without us knowing,” Lynde said. 
“We did not know about the conditions 
of the contest until these sculptures be­
gan to spring up around the campus in 
early September.”
“I’m sure the Art Department has 
its views on how the campus should be 
viewed but there was no consideration 
given about how it fits in there,” Lynde
said.
The original terms of the competi­
tion were for two winners to have their 
sculptures installed for display by Septem­
ber 1996. One of the sculptures was to 
be placed in the sculpture garden behind 
the University Art Gallery; the other in 
front of Life Hall, according to the pro­
spectus detailing the competition’s rules. 
When the judges were unable to select 
only two winners and opted for three 
sculptures to be displayed, a site for 
continued on p. 5
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News from the outside woHd
The week in review
(compiled from the N Y  Times, and The Star-Ledger by M ark  Aliperti)
International
State Visits May Improve Relations between 
China and US
Arrangements have been made between US 
President Bill Clinton and Chinese President Jiang 
Zemin for the exchange of state visits over the next 
two years. The agreement was made in an attempt to 
improve relations between the U.S. and China, and 
resolve many of the issues that separate the two na­
tions. President Clinton goes along with the United 
Nations in his condemning of China’s human rights 
policies, while China still objects to U.S. sales of arms 
to Taiwan. The only progress made thus far is the 
agreement that would include China in the World 
Trade Organization. President Clinton feels that the 
U.S. must tolerate the poor human rights policy of 
China in order for both nations to keep a good rela­
tionship on many other issues.
Protesters Against Milosevic Block City Streets
Over 100,000 protesters blocked Serbian city 
streets for over eight hours in protest of the country’s 
president, Slobodan Milosevic. The group, including 
students and retired workers, forced the closing of the 
town of Belgrade until Milosevic is removed. The 
largest anti-government protest to take place in the 
country in five years was the result of the electoral 
commission’s annulment of results from districts in 
which the Socialist Party lost in the recent election. 
As part of the democratic revolution in Serbia, pro­
testers will continue their actions until Milosevic is 
forced to exercise his power against them. Any vio­
lent acts on Milosevic’s part will ruin his efforts to 
improve relations with the United Nations as well as 
Europe.
U.S. Will Not Be Sending Troops to Zaire
President Clinton has rescinded a previous or­
der to dispatch 4,000 troops to Central Africa, opting 
to send 800 soldiers instead. The decision was made 
after the return home of over half a million Rwandan 
refugees. The U.S. will aid in the United Nations 
Security Council’s plan to return all refugees to their 
homes, but will not send troops to Zaire as originally 
planned. Troops will help deliver and distribute aid 
to refugees in Rwanda.
Russia Loses Its Photo Satellites
In a clear display of its weakening space pro­
gram, Russia is without photo satellites for the first 
time since 1960. The last of Russia’s photo satellites 
that were once considered essential burned during re­
entry to the atmosphere on September 28. The United 
States, Russia, and France are the only countries with 
significant ability to photograph the Earth from space.
Until recently, Russia had more sophisticated 
and longer-lived satellites as compared to its counter­
parts. The end of the Cold War and the breaking up 
of the Soviet Union marked the beginning of a steady 
decline in Russian technology.
National
O.l. Takes the Stand
O.J. Simpson took the stand for over four hours 
of testimony in his civil trial on wrongful death 
charges. The testimony was the dramatic peak of the 
trial as Simpson denied all charges of abuse as well as 
murder. This marks the first questioning of Simpson 
after he opted not to take the stand in his criminal 
trial over a year ago. The head lawyer for the plain­
tiff, Daniel M. Petrocelli, discussed all abuse charges 
against Simpson leading up to the murder before dis­
cussing the actual night of the murder. A  guilty 
verdict in the case could leave Simpson in financial
rum.
NYC Taxpayers Defrauded 
In the largest tax fraud case in New York City 
government history, police arrested 29 people includ­
ing three former city employees, for allegedly defraud­
ing over $20 million in taxes in exchange for bribes 
from tax evaders. Taxpayers’ payments were misap­
plied to the accounts for bribe-paying property own­
ers in exchange for money, jewelry, appliances and 
even a car, in one case. About $13 million were lost 
in real estate taxes when the bills were erased from 
the finance department computers. Computer records 
will make it possible to track down those property 
owners who had their taxes reduced.
FDA Commissioner Resigns 
Dr. David A. Kessler, commissioner of the Food 
and Drug Administration, has resigned after six years 
of service. Deemed by some as the best commis­
sioner ever, Kessler fought for the regulation of to­
bacco, implementing of standard nutrition labels, and 
the speeding up of the federal drug approval process. 
Opposed by the tobacco industry and many conser­
vatives who felt he favored government regulation, 
Kessler feels he has accomplished what he set out to 
do when he was appointed.
EPA Tightens Standards 
The Environmental Protection Agency has 
asked for the tightening of standards on smog-form­
ing emissions. The proposal would remove hundreds 
of counties from compliance with the Clean Air Act, 
implying that local officials must take further steps 
in cleaning the air. Large metropolitan areas such as 
New York City would struggle with the new stan­
dards since they are barely meeting the current ones. 
Protesters of the motion feel that it is a waste of 
money on something providing little benefit. The 
EPA must first display how vital a part ozone plays in 
human health before there is any chance of having 
the proposal passed.
Hearing Set For Peterson and Grossberg 
A  preliminary hearing for murder suspects Brian 
Peterson and Amy Grossberg, both 18, is set for to­
day. Police say Peterson helped Grossberg deliver a 
baby boy in a motel room. The newborn’s body was 
found in a trash bin.
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by John brost
A  new legislator was appointed, the 
SGA gave its support to opening a 24-hour 
computer lab, money was appropriated to 
hold a concert in the Rathskellar, an appro­
priation was given to an organization for a 
trip during the Thanksgiving break, and the 
Legislature granted two charters during the 
weekly Student Government Association 
meeting held on Wednesday, November 20.
John Zalepka was appointed a legisla­
tor for the 1966-97 academic year, passing 
on a unanimous vote of 22-0-0.
A bill asking the SGA to support the 
concept of having a 24-hour computer lab 
on campus was also passed by the legisla­
ture. Although this bill does not necessar­
ily cause such a computer lab to exist, it 
does resolve to have the SGA work with 
the administration to achieve it.
An appropriation was granted to Class 
One Concerts (C1C) in order to hold a 
concert in the Rathskellar. The band 
“Mephiskapheles”will be brought to cam­
pus on December 5 at 6:00 p.m. C1C had 
raised over $9,000 at its last concert, which 
was headlined by the group, “A  Tribe Called 
Quest” This revenue was returned to the 
unappropriated surplus of the SGA, and af­
ter taking into account the extra $5,000 
appropriated by the Legislature to C1C in 
order to hold the concert, an additional 
$4,000 raised from the Quest concert was
utilized by C1C in order to produce the 
upcoming concert
The International Student Organiza­
tion (ISO) was given an appropriation to 
hold their annual trip during the Thanks­
giving break. This trip is held in order to 
provide an activity for those students who 
cannot spend the holiday with their fami­
lies, and will take approximately 15 students 
to Baltimore from November 28 to Decem­
ber 1.
Phi Sigma Pi, a co-ed national honors 
fraternity, was granted a Class IV charter for 
the academic years 1996 to 1998. In addi­
tion, a social fraternity, Tau Kappa Epsilon, 
was also granted a Class IV charter for 1996- 
1998.
Finally, it was decided that there will 
be an SGA meeting next Wednesday, de­
spite objections that it would not be fair 
to residents. It was pointed out that stu­
dents living in the residence halls must 
vacate their rooms by 6:00 p.m. on 
Wednesday, November 27.
Since it is rare for an SG A  meet­
ing to end before this time, it was stated 
that students who must go home will 
not be able to attend a meeting of their 
student government. Nevertheless, the 
Legislature approved the idea of having 
a meeting, despite its conflicts with resi­
d en ce  h a ll c lo sin g  
times.
Low turnout plagues SGA debate
by Kevin P. Hancock ~
In front of a handful o f students, 
the issue of a tarnished SGA image was 
debated between two candidates vying for 
the position of SGA Treasurer in the Stu­
dent Center on Tuesday, November 19.
John Cvelic and Nancy Faltas, who 
has since dropped out of the race, spoke 
about current SGA issues and the trea­
surer position left vacant by Barry 
Bernstein, who resigned on November 1.
The debate went on as scheduled 
despite an audience of under ten students, 
and the absence of the third candidate 
for treasurer, Carlos Espinosa.
It was mediated by Acting Attor­
ney General John Brost, and the two can­
didates fielded questions from the small 
gathering, which included some SGA leg­
islators, and members of the SG A  execu­
tive board.
“I feel the treasury is a mess right 
now,” Cvelic said. “My main objective as 
treasurer is to clean it up, and get every­
thing in working order.” Cvelic is a former 
Greek Council president who is in his 
senior year as an Accounting major.
“When I need to get something 
done, I’m dedicated to it, and I’d do my 
best,” Nancy Faltas said. The Psychol­
ogy major is also in her senior year and is 
serving her second year as an SGA  legis­
lator. “I want to pick it up where it is,
and do something good with it,” she said 
regarding the treasurer position.
The debate also covered the issue 
of harmony within the Executive Board, 
and the tarnished image of the SG A  as 
an entire organization. “The outside im­
age of the SGA  right now isn’t a good 
one, and we have to change that,” Cvelic 
said. “The first step is to unify the Ex­
ecutive Board. I want the executive board 
to function as one, as a whole. The sec­
ond step is to reach out to the student 
body. They should feel that when they 
come in to the SGA  office, they are com­
ing into a place of power.”
After the debate, Cvelic commented 
on the student body’s failure to show any 
interest in the publicized debate. “They 
(the students) are looking at an SGA that 
is a circus show. We need to show them 
results,” he said. “They will come if they 
see action being taken. After one of us is 
elected, I’m sure we’ll do a great job, and 
then come May, I think you will see a 
much bigger turnout,” Cvelic added.
Senior Vince Huey, a Chemistry 
major, was one of the students who turned 
out to see the debate. “Not too many 
students are actively involved on campus, 
and there probably should have been more 
publicity for it,” he said. “Both stated 
their ideas very well despite not having a 
crowd to speak to.”
MSU gets full-time band leader
by Leila Mohtaram"
MSU hired its first full-time 
band director, Dr. Mary Ann 
Craig.
Craig believes that “all good 
universities 
need a con­
cert band,” 
and plans on 
taking MSU’s 
band on fu­
ture trips to 
perform in 
high schools 
in New York,
Pennsylvania, 
and various 
state confer­
ences. New band director,
Craig would also like to 
implement an orientation semi­
nar for future freshman classes in 
order to familiarize them with the 
University band, as well as recruit 
students who aren’t music majors, 
especially those who play brass 
and percussion.
The University band’s in­
struments are mostly student-owned, 
but for those unable to bring their 
own, the Music Department provides 
one for them.
Although funding for future per­
fo rm a n ce  
trips is cur­
rently under 
discussion, 
Craig would 
like to see a 
“ s h a r e d ” 
travel ex­
pense be­
tween the 
University, 
the students 
in the band,
Dr. Marry Ann C ra ig~  and the
schools where they will be perform­
ing.
“I think she is a hard worker, a 
most exceptional performer, with years 
and years of experience, and a woman 
in a male-dominated field,” said Dr. 
Robert Stephens, chairperson of the 
Music Department.
Continued on page 5
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WINTERSESSIO
AT
Middlesex County Col
« i f f  3  Weeks of concentrated learning
December 30, 1996 -  January 17, 1997
* ^ potential make-up dates in case of snow closing:
Saturdays, January 14,11, and 21
\  *
Thgg^ weeks of immersion in 
more than 3 5  courses, such as:
Accounting, Algebra, Art History, Business Law, 
Ceramics, Computer Applications, Economics, English, 
Health Education, Math, Music, Psychology, Racquetball, 
Reading, Sociology, Spanish, Swimming, 
Introduction to Theater, Writing Skills for College....
f in
MIDDLESEX
COUNTY COLLEGE 
155 Mill Road 
Edison, New Jersey 
08818-3050
Go to the 
office of 
your dean of 
instruction to have 
the course 
approved for 
transfer
Registration by mail or in person 
th ro u g h  D e ce m b e r 1 4 .
Late registration: December 16 through the first class, 
on space available basis ($15 late fee assessed)
(908) 906-2509
The wINTERSESSION work load Is heavy. For a single course, you should expect to spend about as much time in 
and out of the classroom on a weekly basis as you would carrying a full-time load in a normal 14 -  week semester. 
If you have the time to invest, WINTERSESSION could be perfect for you.
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MSU Phonathon Raises 
Over $20,000 for University
Compiled by Genie herein
MEDICAL
11/13 '  A female student suffered a 
seizure in the Drop-In Center. The vic­
tim was transported to Mountainside Hos­
pital by ambulance.
11/18 - A female student fainted 
during basketball practice. The victim 
was transported to Mountainside Hospi­
tal by ambulance.
DISORDERLY CONDUCT
11/13 - Officers responded to a call 
of a fight in progress at the Blanton Hall 
cafeteria. Upon arrival, the food service 
manager reported two males arguing and 
then scuffling over spilled iced tea.
DISORDERLY PERSON
11/14 - A female driver passed the 
information booth without stopping. The 
vehicle was found parked illegally on 
Webster Road, and ticketed accordingly. 
The female responded by going to the in­
formation booth on College Avenue and 
cursing at officials. She was issued a ticket 
for not having her driver’s license in her 
possession.
SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY
11/14 - A female reported observ­
ing a beer can thrown from an MSU Resi­
dence Life maintenance vehicle. The 
Residence Life maintenance director was 
notified and the worker was reprimanded.
SUSPICIOUS PERSON
11/15 - A female Stone Hall resi­
dent walking from College Hall to Life 
Hall reported being approached by an 
unknown male who tried to engage her 
in conversation.
LEWDNESS
11/17 - A female reported at police
headquarters that she observed a male 
masturbating in a first floor hallway in 
Partridge Hall. The male left the area 
prior to the arrival of responding officers. 
A  description was obtained. 
ATTEMPTED THEFTS
11/13 - A  female parked her 1997 
Mitsubishi in Lot 22. Upon returning 
three days later, she discovered an attempt 
had been made to pry the driver-side door 
open.
11/20 - A  male student parked his 
1993 Toyota in Lot 23. Upon his return 
he discovered the passenger-side window 
smashed and the ignition tampered with.
» îia a ia
11/13 - A  male reported eleven com­
pact discs were stolen from the Players 
office in the Student Center. A  descrip­
tion was given of a possible suspect.
11/20 - An employee from the Me­
dia Center reported three VCRs stolen 
from College Hall and the Student Cen­
ter.
THEFT /CRIMINAL MISCHIEF
11/18 - An officer on patrol discov­
ers a damaged newspaper vending machine 
at the comer of Webster Road and Col­
lege Avenue. The money box was miss­
ing.
C R IM IN A L  TR ESPA SS/H A -
r a ssm en t
11/17 - A female Blanton Hall resi­
dent heard scuffling noises outside her 
dorm room. As she approached the door, 
a male entered the room. The victim 
screamed and the male fled. A descrip­
tion was obtained. The victim also re­
ported that she has been receiving ha­
rassing phone calls the past three nights.
Reid, continued from p. 1 receive tutorials from different faculty
He found that the most p o p u la r  majors members in various universities, accord- 
include Business, History and the Arts, ing to Dr. Benjamin Hadis, director of 
Israel’s rich history, culture, and diverse International Studies at MSU. 
religious orientations make it a valuable David Burke, 22, a
educational experience for both Jewish major who graduated in May, called his 
and non-Jewish students, Reid said. He semester abroad in 
added that a summer program in the Arts growth experience. “It changed me a* 
between Haifa University and M SU is a person,” he said. “I learned more about 
currently under discussion, and may be responsibility and self-respect, who l  am 
in place by next summer. and what l  want out of life.”
In addition, archaelogical digs are Global education is central to
set up in the summer, usually between Reid’s goals, especially at 
June 5-July 15, under the direction of 
Dr. Tim Renner of the Classics depart- must 
ment. According to Renner, two to four 
MSU students take part in the excava- .. 
tion in the Golan Heights. Other pro- world where students 1 
grams that may interest students include future,” Reid said. He 
the Israel Mentor Program, which runs
as an independent study course over a mer program to study 
semester or up to a year. The students graduating._________________
by Liz Voltman
MSU’s Annual Fund Foundation’s 
phonathon raised $20,656 in donations, 
increasing last semester’s contributions by 
40 percent, as well as increasing its par­
ent donors by more than 50 percent from 
last semester, according to Deborah 
Winger, annual giving coordinator.
The phonathon exceeded its goal 
of $20,000 by the 
fourth night, and 
was held over a 
two-week period, 
from October 28- 
30 and November 
4-7.
“It was nice 
to be a part of this 
worthy cause. Talking with parents who 
are appreciative of the job we were doing 
and meeting scholarship recipients who 
have directly benefited from our efforts 
makes me feel a sense of accomplishment 
and pride for the University,” said Shan­
non Billera, an MSU freshman who was 
a student worker during several nights of 
phonathon.
Each night, approximately twenty 
student workers gathered at the Continu­
ing Education House to call parents in 
order to raise these essential funds for 
M SU. Along with scholarships, these 
funds are devoted to the University’s great­
est needs, such as funding for feculty/stu- 
dent research, equipment, and program­
ming that wouldn’t otherwise be possible.
“W ith the limitations in state sup­
port, fund raising has become vitally im­
portant to the 
University. • The 
Annual Fund aug­
ments what we re­
ceive from tuition 
and state sources 
and helps us main­
tain the maigin of 
excellen ce  that 
distinguishes M SU’s programs now, and 
ensures they will remain distinguished in 
the future,” said Vice President for Insti­
tutional Advancement and Deputy Pro­
vost Dr. Gregory Waters.
-Editor’s note: Due to  an error on 
production night, this story was run with 
an improper headline which m isled read­
ers as to  what organization was sponsor­
ing the phonathon. The  Montclarion 
apologizes for any inconvenience.
“W ith the limitations in state 
support, fund raising has 
become vitally important to  
the University ”
-  Dr, Gregory Waters
Jy:;: ■■•'■'v
Thomas Wischmann, Vice Presiden 
John Brost, Treasurer 
Ed Flannery, Senior Steward 
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Kevin Hancock, Secretary <
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SCULPTUES, Cont. from p. 1 
Rupnow’s “Flying Cloth” sculpture needed 
to be found.
This past July, the competition’s 
sponsoring committee granted Rupnow 
permission to install the sculpture on the 
site in front of the library, Rupnow said. 
She completed the installation of the 
sculpture with the help of the University’s 
Maintenance Department in August. Af­
ter installation, the sculpture became 
University property.
Dr. Lorenzo Pace, director of the 
University Art Galleries and member of 
the committee, said that they were given 
authorization for the site by former Di­
rector of Facilities Planning, George 
Mellen. “Mellen never informed the Ex­
ecutive Committee of MSU about the 
sculpture being placed at that site, “ Pace 
said. “1 think that the site is a beautiful 
place, but I can empathize with the ad­
ministration because they were not in­
formed."
“Mellen gave the OK on the sites 
for the sculptures and provided the money 
for the installations,” Lynde said. “He was 
around long enough to know that the 
Executive Committee makes decisions 
regarding permanent fixtures on campus 
grounds.”
Mellen, who left the University in 
mid-May for a similar position at Murray 
State University in Kentucky, was un­
available for comment.
“I think they (the administration) 
are offering a spot that is more dramatic,” 
said John Czerkowicz, chairperson of the 
Fine Arts Department, of the move to the 
sculpture 
garden be­
hind the 
art gallery.
“I believe 
Lynde has 
a genuine 
concern for 
the preser­
vation of 
the piece; 
however, I 
don’t think 
this is an 
issue of 
censorship 
but rather 
the admin- 
is tra tio n  
has their 
own pre­
ro g a tiv e  
about what 
they want 
to do with the area. They decide where 
things go within their master plan,” he 
said.
“I feel that my concerns are not 
being considered,” Rupnow said about the 
Art Department’s stance on the issue. 
“Why must they move it now?"she asked.
“Why can’t they wait until they have a 
plan for that site before they move the 
sculpture?”
“We do not have an existing mas­
ter plan for 
t h e  
grounds of 
M S U , ” 
Lynde said. 
“I think we 
s h o u l d  
start with a 
n e u t r a l  
ca m p u s. 
As long as 
it is there it 
will tilt the 
p r o c e s s  
with the 
potential 
to sway de- 
c i s i o n s .  
That site is 
a focal 
point on 
c a m p u s . 
We want 
to be very, 
very careful with the planning for it,” he 
said.
The University is in the process of 
hiring a new Director of Facilities Plan­
ning, Kathy Monteiro, the third person 
to hold that position in the last six 
months. Her appointment marks the first
time that the University has sought some­
one for that position with architectural 
experience, according to Lynde. Monteiro 
is expected to assume the position on 
December 2, pending the Board of Trust­
ees’ approval of the hire.
“We need to gather the new direc­
tor (of Facilities Planning) and the Fine 
Arts Department so that we can collec­
tively put some thought into a plan. We 
have not carefully done that in the past. 
This incident pushes the issue,” Lynde 
said. “We want to be a little more careful 
about where we put outdoor sculptures.”
_____ BAND, Cont. from page 3_____
Craig was awarded the the Performer’s 
Certificate from Indiana University, and has 
appeared as a soloist and low brass clinician 
throughout the United States, Europe, Ja­
pan, and Australia.
She has taught music in New York, 
Pennsylvania and Australia, as well as found­
ing the Colonial Euphonium and Tuba In­
stitute.
Craig plans to present a clinic at the 
Midwest Band and Orchestra Clinic in Chi­
cago next month.
Happy
Thanksgiving!
Class One Concerts Presents
Ska Fest
Thursday Dec.5th at 7pm In the Ratt
e p h i  s k a p h e l e s
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W omen’s Center presents final Lunchtime Lecture
by Kim Confino
With the anticipated arrival of the 
AIDS quilt Saturday, Nov. 23, through 
Tuesday, Nov. 26, the Women’s Center’s 
final lunchtime lecture of the fall semes­
ter focused on the rapid growth of AIDS 
and HIV cases among women.
Director of the Women’s Center Dr. 
Joan C. Ficke hosted the sixth of the 
lunchtime lectures this semester on Nov. 
20. held in the Student Center room 417 
from 12p.m. - 1p.m. The lecture was en­
titled “W omen and H IV/AID S: Politics 
and M edicine.” Ficke started the discus­
sion with general facts about the virus. 
She spoke of how the virus was contracted, 
who contracts it, and how to protect one­
self against it.
Ficke told those in attendance that 
AIDS is the fourth leading cause of death 
among all women. Also, the number one 
leading cause of death of women from the 
ages of 25-44- Women also make up 20 
percent of the AIDS cases in New Jersey 
and 19 Percent throughout the nation.
At present, there are 516,486 reported
cases in the United States, 75,191 of 
which are women. The amount of women 
acquiring AIDS is rising mainly due to 
the lack of education among women, In 
past years, AIDS was considered a homo­
sexual male disease, leaving little reason 
to educate women of the dangers of AIDS.
New Jersey has the fifth highest amount 
of reported AIDS cases in the country. 
The cities of Newark and Jersey City are 
among the highest ranking cities with re­
ports of HIV and AIDS cases in the coun­
try. Essex and Hudson Counties have the 
highest amount of reported cases. The 
state of New York is also one of the top 
five states in the country. New Jersey’s 
amount of women and heterosexuals is 
reverse of the national average. Ficke 
reported, “You are more at risk as a fe­
male to have sex in New Jersey then most 
anywhere in the country.”
Throughout the country, approximately 
1 out of every 500 college students has 
reported having HIV/AIDS. In New Jer­
sey it is closer to 1 out of 100. College 
girls are more likely to contract HIV due
to irresponsible behaviors such as drug and 
alcohol use.
Among female cases in New Jersey as 
of March 1996, 65 percent of all reported 
cases were Latin American and African 
American, 21 percent were white, and 14 
percent were Asian American.
Ficke stated that “it was not who they 
are, but what they have.” Gender, race, 
and class are barriers for health care for 
up to 80 percent of women with AIDS. 
Poverty leads to lack of access to health 
care. Many women are forced to go to 
clinics where ample care is not readily 
available.
Ficke also spoke of the rising number 
of children in New Jersey with AIDS. 
She stressed the importance of being tested 
early, in order to increase chances of sur­
vival. New drugs are now available and 
have had phenomenal effects on many 
patients.
Side effects have not been completely 
tested at this point. Also pregnant women 
who have been taking AZT have been 
having children that are not infected with
HIV/ AIDS.
A t the lecture, students were encour­
aged to take handouts about the AIDS 
quilt, also pamphlets with information 
about AIDS and telephone numbers of 
hotlines. The number to the New Jersey 
AIDS hotline is 1-800-624-2237.
The lunchtime lecture will be spon­
sored again in the Spring with a wider 
variety of speakers.
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The value of networking and 
9 * * references for the job hunt
by Maralyn L. K ncF*
Q. I continually hear people talk­
ing about the value of networking, but 
I really don’t understand what it’s 
about and what I’m supposed to do. 
What is it exactly?
A. Networking has always been an 
effective way of finding what we want 
and most of us do it without much 
thought. W e call on our contacts to 
find the “best” professor, a blind date, 
someone who needs a roommate, used 
furniture, the kindest dentist. The 
same technique can be used effectively 
to find a job.
Think of your network as a web 
made up of people you know and all 
the people they know. Perhaps the 
people you know can not help you 
get the information that can lead to a 
job, but if you “travel” across your web 
to other peqple, you can make the con­
nections you need.
College students should learn to 
network early in order to ease career 
decision making and later job hunt­
ing. “Early” means as soon as you can. 
If you are first starting college, your
network can help you get information 
about what it’s like to work in fields you 
want to explore. Using your network may 
also help you to find a summer job to 
test out whether your interest in becom­
ing a journalist, for example, is real.
If you are ready to graduate, your net­
work can help you learn about what is 
going on inside organizations and com­
panies. Such information can ultimately 
lead you to the professional position you 
want. Wherever you are in your educa­
tion, start building your network now.
1. Begin by creating a list of every 
person you currently know or have 
known. Include all high school and col­
lege friends, relatives, teachers, past and 
present employers, doctors, dentists, 
people whom you see briefly but regu­
larly (such as your dry cleaner or minis­
ter or rabbi). Try to list at least one hun­
dred names.
2. Contact each of these people to let 
them know that you are interested in 
gathering information about what it’s like
to be a(n)_____ and you are wondering
if they know anyone you can talk to.
3. Focus your request on the need for
information rather than the need for a 
job. Obviously your barber can’t hire you 
for a job In advertising, but there is ev­
ery likelihood that one o f his customers 
works in that field and might be gland 
to talk with you.
4. Once you have a contact’s name, 
by sure to have prepared a list of ques­
tions to ask which will help you to learn 
about the careers you are exploring. 
Come to the Career Services and request 
a list of questions.
Q. My current employer just volun­
teered to write a letter of recommenda­
tion for me because she knows that I 
will be graduating this year. I was really 
pleased until she asked me what she was 
supposed to write. W hat should I tell 
her?
A. A  good letter of recommendation 
is written by someone who can describe 
you ability to do the job you want. People 
who can make only general statements 
about your personality are not very ef­
fective in promoting your candidacy.
Tell your employer to aim for specif­
ics by describing what you’ve accom­
plished in your present job that is simi­
lar to what you will have to do in 
your further job. For example, if your 
are looking for a sales position, ask 
you current employer to describe your 
assertiveness and your ability to be a 
self starter who cans work indepen­
dently.
If you want to be an editorial as­
sistant, remind your employer of the 
times you helped with the office news­
letter or correspondence. It is your re­
sponsibility both to know which skills 
and experiences to your recommen­
dation writer.
If your are looking for a job and 
you’ve no related experience or your 
major has nothing to do with your 
career goal, past or current employers 
can still be effective reference.
They can tell a potential employer 
of your excellent work record, your 
reliability, your commitment to con­
tinued growth and learning and other 
qualities that all employers value.
By the way, inform your current 
employer that she is also likely to re­
ceive phone calls from employers how 
are interested in you.
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The Real World
Produced by students of the Co-operative 
Education Program____________
by Louis Uaddea
I am sure you have all gotten those 
letters from the Co-op office, telling you 
about why everyone should sign up for 
the Cooperative Education Program. Ev­
erything you have heard from them is true, 
but it goes much beyond that when you 
talk about Co-op’s benefits.
I am currently a senior Computer Sci­
ence major here at MSU. For the past 
five months, I have been working as a 
programmer with Pascack Data Services, 
Inc. One of the best decisions that I have 
made in college was to sign up for that 
Co-op during the Summer 1996 semes­
ter. One of my biggest fears over the past 
three years was that I would not be able 
to get a job once I graduate. However, 
my Co-op has relieved me of that stress. I 
now know that I have the ability as well 
as the experience to survive in the “real 
world.”
My initial intention for getting a Co­
op was to get that job experience on my 
resume. I knew that if 1 was not going to 
get anything else for this experience, I 
would at least have that job on my re­
sume.
But as time passed, 1 realized the other 
things Co-op has provided for me. As 
many of you may be doing, 1 am paying 
my way through college. For the past three 
years, I worked about 20 hours a week
while taking a full semester’s load of 
classes. To a certain extent, Co-op took 
care of both these responsibilities. I was 
getting the money I needed to pay for 
school, while earning free elective cred­
its. I had to work anyway, so it was great 
to be able to combine work and school.
I have earned 12 credits through Co­
op, which is the equivalent of four classes. 
That is almost a full semester’s worth. In­
stead of sitting in four different classes to 
learn more book knowledge, I learned how 
to apply that book knowledge while sit­
ting at my desk in the office.
I have also realized that not only does 
what you learn in college prepare you for 
working, but also working assists your abil­
ity to learn in school. I find it much easier 
to learn certain things in class because I 
can relate it to something I experienced 
at work. In a sense, work teaches you some 
of the things you are supposed to learn in 
class.
Before my Co-op, I never really knew 
how the business world operates. By be­
ing in that environment, I have experi­
enced many things that will assist me 
throughout my career. I have formed good 
relationships with everyone in the office 
and learned how to relate to customers. 
The responsibilities I have been given at 
work have made me more confident in 
my abilities.
T h u n .
28
November
F ri.
29
s'ovember
Sat/Sun.
30/1
Nov ./Dec.
Republican Club meeting. 12 and 3 p.m. 
Dixon rm. 261, every Thursday.
Mon.
2
December
Tues*
3
WcA
4
December
T hu rs.
5
December
Computer Class. “Intro to 
PowerPoint 4.0.” 10a.m. College Hall 
room 317.
Sun - Mass. 11am Dickson Hall room 178; 
6:30p.m. Newman Catholic Center
C.L.U.B. General membership meeting, 8p.m. SC 
room 417.
Conservation Club meeting. 2p.m. SC  room 
120
Amnesty International Meeting.
11a.m. Student Center room 408.
W SO meeting. 2 p.m. Student Center rm 420. 
LASO meeting 4:30 p.m. SC  annex 206 
PRIDE meeting 5:30p.m. SC  room 418
Q
£
W
U
P
O h
Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship. 7:30p.m. SC  rm 
412.
W M SC meeting. 4:30 p.m. SC  annex 110
<
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Phi Alpha Delta initiates new members
by Heather Bridge"
The tenth annual Montclair State Uni­
versity Phi Alpha Delta Pre-Law Frater­
nity Initiation Cer­
emony was held on 
Friday night.
Five new mem­
bers were inducted, 
including sopho­
mores Amy Saber 
and Theres Todros, 
juniors Patricia  
Fitzsimmons and 
Matthew Verisco, 
and senior Michael 
Poskanka.
T h e guest o f 
honor was Douglas 
Olcott Esq. A MSU 
graduate in 1987,
Olcott is responsible 
for obtaining a Phi 
Alpha Delta Pre- 
Law Charter at MSU in 1986.
Phi Alpha Delta is the world’s largest 
legal fiatemity composed of attorneys, le­
gal educators, law students, and prominent 
elected official such as Bill and Hillary 
Clinton.
Christine Taylor, Patryk Chudy, Douglas Olcott, esq. .Christine Luccarelli, and Dr. 
Marilyn Tayler at the Phi Alpha Delta Initiation ceremony on Friday evening.
Olcott, who also graduated from Seton 
Hall Law School, spoke of the importance 
of Phi Alpha Delta. He also encouraged
the new members to try and make a differ­
ence in any area they pursue. “Go into 
this profession because you want to help 
people, not for the 
money,” Olcott also 
encouraged.
Phi Alpha Delta 
President Christine 
Lucarelli conducted 
the swearing in cer­
emony as each new 
member received a 
certificate of member­
ship.
O ther M SU  
Alumni Phi Alpha 
Delta members spoke, 
as did Phi Alpha 
Delta’s faculty advisor 
Dr. Marilyn Tayler. 
Domenic Tomaio, a 
1993 graduate who 
also went on to Seton 
Hall Law School said “ Take things day by 
day, step by step, don’t deviate from your 
goal and you will make it.
If you have 
Informa­
tion or events 
to contribute
us
Life Section, 
e-mail them to 
Feigles @ al­
pha by Mon­
day at noon.
It would be 
greatly appre­
ciated. Thank
Q iffiMONTCLARION Life/Wednesday, Nov.27,1996
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Log On
by kita Bronnenkant
Is someone in your household apply­
ing to college? Now there’s Collegescape, 
http://www.collegescape.com/. Apply 
online to over 200 different colleges! Over 
50 waive their application fee if you ap­
ply electronically! The site indicates that 
they are working on a scholarship data­
base, too. For more college info see 
C ynthia G ood’s home page, http:// 
www.fallriver.mec.edu/goodhomepg.html. 
Are you thinking about grad school? Law 
school? Medical school? If you need some 
tips on writing your applications, go to 
http://www.accepted.com/.
How do we find the information we 
need on the world wide web? W e use a 
search engine, a site with software that 
searches an index and returns matches. 
There are plenty to choose from -Yahoo, 
Webcrawler, Lycos, Magellan, Excite, 
AltaVista, Infoseek, MetaCrawler, etc. 
Findspot at http://www.findspot.com/ 
conducted a kind of consumer reports test­
ing called the Search Utility Shoot-Out. 
This should give you a better understand­
ing of how the search engines function 
and which to select for different kinds of 
searches.
Do you have a burning desire to be a 
journalist? Yes, you too can be published 
on the web. Check out The Columns, 
http://www.the-columns.com/. Every week 
they print five different columns submit-
by Kober! Kenney
ted by readers. And, no, the columns do 
not have to be in any way related to com­
puters or the internet. Feel free to sound 
off on a subject dear to your heart. Could 
be the start of your new career!
Trivia Trek is a site aimed at the K-12 
crowd. So, I figured, how tough could the 
questions be? Harder than I thought. Try 
at http://dune.srhs.kl2.nj.us/WWW/trivia/ 
challeng.htm. As we have all noticed, not 
every page on the web is worthwhile, per­
haps either in content or design. If the 
site takes too long to load, we hit the Stop 
button. Life goes on.
Well, somebody decided to create http:/ 
/www.webpagesthatsuck.com/. Yup, you 
read it right. This guy goes on forever with 
examples of lousy pages. He’s certainly 
entitled to his opinion and I generally 
agree with him.
American troops will be heading to 
Zaire. What precisely is happening there? 
Find out about the refugee situation from 
the UN High Commissioner, http:// 
www.unhcr.ch/; the Rwanda page, http:// 
www.sas.upenn.edu/African_Studies/ 
Country_Specific/Rwanda.html; and the 
A m erican  Red Cross, http:// 
www.redcross.org/news/intl.html. Christ­
mas is only a month away so it’s not too 
early for Santa to launch his official web 
page, http://www.northpole4kids.com/ 
nsanta01.html. Time to email my letter 
to Santa! TTFN (TaTaForNow).
In recent years, folic acid, a B vitamin, 
has been shown to prevent neural tube 
defects and other deformities if taken in 
sufficient amounts by an expectant 
mother.
As long ago as 1969, Kilmer Me Cully, 
M.D., suggested that many Americans 
might have high levels of homocysteine 
in their blood. Homocysteine is simply 
an amino acid that can be accumulated 
through diet or by a genetic defect, which 
1 will discuss shortly. One of folic acid’s 
several functions in the body is to reduce 
the amount of homocysteine in the blood. 
Too much of this stuff can injure blood 
vessels, causing hardening of the arteries, 
thus contributing to heart attacks and 
strokes.
Homocysteine is in the same league as 
cholesterol as a risk factor for heart dis­
ease and strokes. However, high levels of 
homocysteine is easier to treat than ab­
normal levels of cholesterol. How much 
folic acid do you need? It is important to 
note that folic acid taken in conjunction 
with vitamin B12 reduces instead of en­
hances the effects of lowering levels of
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by Ciarry Doxy
Just across Sprague Field, stands the 
little Alumni House. It seems to face the 
rest of the campus in the manner of a 
faithful, engaged neighbor in the well 
being of the whole neighborhood.
Indeed, since 1910, the Alumni House 
under the auspices of the Alumni Asso­
ciation has served the graduate students 
of MSU honorably. It “has for primary 
responsibility to initiate, encourage, and 
coordinate solicitations of graduates of the 
University.”
The solicitations are primarily con­
ducted annually in the form of phonathons 
in February. “W e encourage groups and 
individuals to participate in these 
phonathons,” says Hollie Stephens, direc­
tor of Alumni Relations. “There are in­
centives for groups and individuals to par­
ticipate because they win a number of 
prizes for the most calls,” she added.
The funds that are raised serve many 
purposes. Some of the funds are allocated 
to Faculty Research Programs, Homecom­
ing, Alumni House expenses, Conferences 
and Seminars. Part of the funds are also
used to replenish graduate and under­
graduate scholarships such as the Gradu­
ate Student Citation Award, Undergradu­
ate Service Award, Undergraduate Cita­
tion Award, Alumni Association Schol­
arship, and Undergraduate Carpe Diem 
Award.
These awards are opened to all stu­
dents on campus, with strict guidelines. 
The prospective applicants should dem­
onstrate how they are overcoming “diffi­
cult circumstances and adversity,” achiev­
ing “academic success as well as service 
to the community, colleagues, faculty, and 
staff despite these challenges.” A mini­
mum of 45 hours with two semesters of a 
full-time residency are also required. Un­
fortunately, the graduating seniors of May 
1997 are ineligible.
The Alumni Association wants to 
widen its scope by including undergradu­
ate students. “W e were thinking to start 
an undergraduate group on campus,” said 
Stephens. The group would serve as a li­
aison between the graduate and under­
graduate students, giving a greater sense 
of pride to the student body.
homocysteine. But the combination of 1 
gram of folic acid, 10 milligrams of vita­
min B6 and .05 milligrams of vitamin B12 
taken everyday reduces plasma homocys­
teine levels by 54-7 percent.
There was a case in which a boy had a 
rare inherited  disease, known as 
homosysteinuria, which results in high lev­
els of homocysteine in the blood.(Better 
N utrition  Nov. 1995 p.12) The autopsy 
report on the 8-year-old boy, who died in 
the 1930s, indicated that the child had a 
stroke and that his arteries were so clogged 
with plaque that they resembled those of 
an 80-year-old man. This is even more 
reason to check out your local health food 
store.
U pdate: In a previous issue of the 
M ontclarion, I had stated that I would 
attempt to chisel my mid section by way 
of a program in a current issue of M en’s 
H ealth. To date I have lost an inch and a 
half around the innertube portion o f my 
waste, sorry waist. My goal, in case you 
missed that issue, involved gaining simi­
lar results to that of my friend who had 
used the AB Isolator with outstanding re­
sults in only two months.
M ajor sports entertainment company seeks sev­
eral part time photo assistants for the New Jersey  
office to help with all aspects of the photo busi­
ness. Duties include assisting with labeling/filing/ 
re-filing film in the photo library and the editing 
of photography requests. Must be a college junior, 
senior or recent graduate to apply. Maximum 30  
hours per week. Salary is based on experience. 
Deadline for applications is December 13. F ax  
cover letter and resume 212-407-7917.
N A T I O N A L  A C C O U N T S ,  IN C .  
No Experience Necessary!
We offer __
starting salaries of:
10.00 per/hour + commission
Major long distance Provider 
of Sprint &
AT&T Networks
Seeks Part-Time „  4 . , .
Contact Andy (800) 822-8394 or
Telemarketers, f «  resume to (800) 822-8409
G reat Events’ The M agic Schoolbus makes a stop at MSU
IpyTiawrT'^incoH^r'VincenrPiTollo
One may ask, “How can art and 
science be combined to work together in 
helping children use their imaginations 
and gain knowledge?” Those who attended 
Great Events’ The Magic Schoolbus stage 
performance had no trouble seeing how 
this could be possible. T h e  M agic  
Schoolbus, a live performance based on 
the PBS series, “rowed” into town and 
weighed anchor at the MSU Memorial 
Auditorium on October 19, during the 
worst downpour and flooding of the year.
Most of the four to ten-year-olds 
who came to see the show knew that this 
was just the kind of weather for taking a 
special trip with Arnold and Ms. Frizzle 
to learn about the science of our physical 
environment...and have fun doing it!
In books, on television, stage, and 
that special place called the imagination, 
Ms. Frizzle (the voice of Lily Tomlin) is
the main character, who with her weird 
dresses and frizzy hair, takes her science 
class on journeys where they make weird- 
science-fun as they learn scientific facts. 
Every lesson becomes an adventure and 
opens the minds of children to possibili­
ties and scientific knowledge. Ms. Frizzle 
is famous for saying, “Takes chances, make 
mistakes, get messy!”
When the 400+ kids and their par­
ents splashed through the auditorium 
doors, several MSU art students greeted 
the guests with a saying of their own: 
“Take chances, make mistakes, get messy, 
use your imagination, MAKE A R T !" 
Members of MAESO (Montclair Art Edu­
cation Student Organization) presented 
pre-performance art activities, especially 
designed to relate directly to the Magic 
Schoolbus themes, and most of all, to 
stimulate children’s imaginations.
For example, one art activity table
encouraged children to 
transform , design, 
decorate their own 
‘magic’ school buses, 
and navigate them  
along roads where they 
would invent their own 
scientific adventures. 
Such art and imagina­
tion activities proved 
to be fun not only for 
the children but for 
their parents as well!
MSU art student, 
V innie DiLollo was 
glad to share in the fun 
with participants, Eman 
and Rosa Tadros. 
DiLollo said, “Four- 
year-old Eman likes 
watching The M agic 
Schoolbus on televi­
sion, he never misses an 
episode...well almost 
never. And although he 
can’t read yet, he enjoys
every moment of the 
show and really gets into it. His excite­
ment shows in his art work!”
Jessy and Jo h n  M cElw ain of 
Montclair both admire Ms. Frizzle the most 
and said enthusiastically, “She wears weird 
dresses,” and they like the fact that the 
School bus constantly changes and has 
octopuses on it sometimes!
Basically, all of the children seemed 
very involved in their pre-performance art 
work. A special thanks to MSU students, 
Christine Back, Elaine Brodie, Vinnie 
DiLollo, Robin Kolb, Tony Nogueira,
Jenna Opdencamp, and Linda Palmer, as 
well as faculty advisor, Professor Heard.
As future art educators, the students 
of MSU were glad to offer fun activities 
for the children. They know that some 
art activities can be entertaining and full 
of fun, while emphasizing very real and 
serious aspects of art: imagination and cre­
ative thinking. The activities they de­
signed were intended to broaden children’s 
thinking by showing them how art is re­
lated to science, theater, and every part 
of life.
M SU’s Mr. Norman Stock, an aficionado of poetry
by 'fami Morgan
Did you know that right here on 
the campus of M SU we have a published 
poet in our midst? His name is Mr. 
Norman Stock- poet, robber of Tiffany’s, 
and lover o f chicken sandwiches.
Mr. Stock works in the M SU li­
brary and when he’s not working, he’s 
writing offbeat poetry. He recently pub­
lished his book of poetry, Buying Break- 
fast for M y Kam ikaze P ilot, which is 
filled with some of the most interesting 
poetry 1 have yet to find.
He did a poetry reading in the 
Rathskeller last Wednesday, November 
20. You weren’t there? Neither was any­
one else, actu ally ...excep t me, Mr.
a half years as a jail guard have paid off 
in assertiveness training and I managed 
to wander back into the cafeteria where 
a few million people were eating and 1
y e l l e d ,
“W e wandered into the Rat, passed Hey! Ex
cuse me,
through the doors with the big signs p e o p l e !  
that said “No Entrance” and flicked on ™ere has
been a 
scheduling 
mix up!
There is a poetry reading going on right 
over here, so come in at this time!” 
The room grew deadly silent and 
everyone just kind of stared at me, but 
a few minutes later about 25 people
Stock, and Mr. Stock’s friend. A t 7 pm 
when said poetry reading was supposed 
to begin, all the lights were off, no signs 
were posted, and no one in the Rat 
seemed to 
have a clue 
that a po­
etry read­
ing was 
su p p osed  
to take the lights.” 
place. W e
wandered into the Rat, passed through 
the doors with the big signs that said 
“No Entrance” and flicked on the lights.
W e wondered what to do if no one 
showed up, but fortunately, my two and
walked in. Someone brought in a tray 
of cookies and tea (fine poetry reading 
fare, if ever there was such) and as we 
filled our plates, Mr. Stock began to 
read.
Mr. Stock’s entire book is offbeat, 
which I love. Some of my favorites in­
clude “T h e  F irst T im e  I Robbed 
Tiffany’s,” “Thank You for the Helpful 
Comments,” (anyone who has ever had 
their work critiqued in a creative writ­
ing class can well relate to this one) 
and “Do You W ant a Chicken Sand­
wich.” This poem is one that should 
really be experienced in full. His book 
is availbale for a few dollars at the li­
brary and is well worth the read.
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Poetry Corner, featured poets
by Jodi Kastei
W M SC and Four Walls joined 
forces last week to sponsor the Thurs­
day Night Poetry Comer, featuring the 
talents of Dr. Tom Benediktsson of the 
English Department and English ma­
jors, Josh Humphrey and Kerry Roig. 
Roig hosted the reading which was 
broadcast on the campus radio station, 
903  FM.
The three poets read in two 
rounds, with musical selections inter­
spersed throughout. Humphrey was the 
first up, reading an untitled poem, fol­
lowed by a piece entided “Perseus,” that 
he had written for Professor Dell of the 
English Department. Humphrey’s po­
ems are like photographs, giving a small 
but intense look into the characters- 
sometimes they are blurred and ob­
scured around the edges, but this only 
adds to their overall beauty and pur­
pose. Humphrey also read “Untided 
Love Poem,” “Sistina for Billie Holi­
day,” which is a reflection  upon 
Holiday’s tragic life and death, “John 
Coltrane,” and “Songs for My Grand­
father.” In “John Coltrane,” Humphrey 
writes, “There is no instrument like a 
man with his father’s hands, building 
things on air too light to stay together, 
sculptures on a mountain top made out 
of dirt and dust, most beautiful in the 
last seconds before they change, be­
fore they break and scatter and fly.” In 
“Songs for My Grandfather,” an eulogy 
about his grandfather’s passing, 
Humphrey began and ended the poem 
with the same image: “I wore your shirt 
today, the one that is black and green 
with leather on the elbows, in the 
pocket and in the tiny crosses the 
stitches make, 1 found these words and 
you.”
Dr. B recited second, beginning 
with “Spider,” the piece he always uses 
to begin a reading. After a nature walk, 
Dr. B sat down to write when a spider 
fell out of his hair onto the paper. 
Drawing a circle around the lost spi­
der, he wrote, “He is trying to hide on 
top of the same thing I am trying to 
hide behind.” “Eclipse,” a tribute to 
sculptor Rebecca Horn, reads, “She is 
wearing her veins and arteries like a 
harness rich with blood, her red heart 
pulsing beneath her breasts...She is a 
dark planet, heavy with her own 
moons, the light of the Pleiades bend­
ing all around her.” Describing “Busi­
ness is Business,” as “a little bit nasty," 
Dr. B compares the business world with 
the harsh realities of the food chain. 
Using intense imagery of hunting, 
blood, and ripping flesh, he also adds a 
touch a sexual innuendo. “First Night
in Texas” chronicles his move from 
New York state to Texas during his 
childhood. The poem is told in three 
parts: The Diner, The Movie, and The 
MoteL He writes, “Inside, wedged in a 
booth as I had been wedged all day 
between two brothers, I chewed 
chicken fried steak, and in the mirror, 
watched a boy my age ordering ‘ass 
crame.”’ In “The Movie,” he writes, 
“It was hard for me to be a bright boy 
in all that noire.” Dr. B read both “First 
Night in Texas” and “El Dia de los 
Muertos” with a southern twang when 
the dialouge required it. “El Dia de los 
Muertos” recounts his return to San 
A n to n io  a fter 26  years. Dr. 
Benediktsson’s style borders on prose 
in that he wraps a compelling narra­
tive in rich description and emotion.
H ost and poet Kerry Roig 
wrapped up the reading. She began her 
set with the poem she usually ends her 
readings with, “Men.” She read, “It’s 
nothing personal when I miss your 
touch, you could be anyone, if I could 
buy it in a  jar, my shelves would be 
full, and you’d be dismissed, a servant 
let go on a performance technicality." 
Vivid, hard-hitting scenes teamed with 
passion and sexuality, comprise Roig’s 
outspoken poetic voice. “Pine Street,” 
a poem about drug use, reads, “I’m 
strung out on Pine Street where the 
sidewalks are cracked, cement beads 
on a breaking strand. Where the UPS 
m an delivers more than  
deliveries...These holes in  my arms
crack, spit out on a saliva string.” Roig 
addresses the loss of a loved one in 
“The First Causality of the New Gen- 
eration-For David 1974-1996,” a piece
dgnment” 
second-hand clothes like an apology.
second-hand too, passed down from
fit, or picked from a barrel of strang­
ers’ discards.” The sexually-charged 
“Shedding,” Roig writes, “It’s touch­
ing your clothes now that’s like fin­
gering your essence, the pieces of you 
you shed, but never realty lose.”
Reading from “Hegemony,” she 
read, “1 long to swallow you into this 
abyss of overbearance, that place that 
nurtures the life right out of its body.” 
My favorite poem from her set was 
“Haunting This Plain by Night,” the 
ending piece. It reads, “[I] run my 
tongue along the evening sky, slicing 
it on the pointed silver stats. I’ll suck 
upon the moon, paint my eyes in grass, 
and haunt this plain by night.”
Stone Temple Pilots rock MSG
by Sue Eeiqle ~~
Stone Temple 
Pilots looked better 
than ever Monday 
night at Madison 
Square Garden.
Scott Weiland con­
founded the expecta­
tions of those cyn­
ics who thought he 
might never over­
come his recen t 
drug addictions.
In the first of 
two New York 
shows during STP’s 
six week tour,
W eiland danced 
around the stage 
like the happiest 
man alive. Dressed 
to kill in a dark suit,
Weiland sang for 
nearly two hours in 
a wonderfully ener­
getic style.
G u i t a r i s t  
Dean DeLeo, bass­
ist Robert DeLeo, 
and drummer Eric
Kretz backed Weiland in perfect rock and 
roll form as poppy fields covered the stage 
behind them.
STP played every well-known songs 
from 1992’s Core, 94’s Purple, and the 
most recent Tiny M usic...Songs from the 
Vatican G ift Shop.
Halfway through the show, STP put 
on an acoustic interlude. Sitting in a liv­
ing room setting, the couch straddling 
Weiland sang “Pretty Penny” with such 
emotion that the crowd stood in awe. 
To make the evening even more excit­
ing, Aerosmith’s Steven Tyler and Joe 
Perry joined STP on stage. Tyler and 
Weiland performing “Sweet Emotion” 
together was one of the highlights of my 
night.
Scott Weiland, the man can do no wrong
The encore began with “Big 
Bang Baby” which I believe to be STP’s 
greatest song yet. STP’s power was explod­
ing on the stage.
I have been a fan of STP from the 
beginning. For a while I even joked that 
Weiland was my favorite heroin addict. 
In my mind he can do no wrong. I’m glad 
he’s gotten his life back together and I 
know STP will be around for a long time.
Nothing could possibly go wrong 
Monday night. Even when my friend 
Danielle accidentally dropped a cigarette 
on the Barbie Doll want-to-be in front of 
us, I couldn’t keep my eyes off Weiland. 
He was too perfect. The band was too 
perfect. The tours hours they played was 
not enough.
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SUMMER
o
AMERIC AN UNIVERSITY 
Ol I’ARIs
Accredited by tbe Middle Stales Association
■  Two 5-week sessions
■  More than 75 quality education courses
■  French Immersion 3-week Program
■ College Preview High School Program
■ Pont-Aven Art Program
For information:
The American University of Paris 
Summer Programs, Box S-4,
60 East 42nd St., Suite 1463
New York, New York 10165
Tel. (212)983-1414 Fax (212) 983-0444
Web site -http://w w w .aup.fr 
Email. - Summer@aup.fr
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Thursday, Nov. 28
Thanksgiving Day!
Friday, Nov. 29 
Last day to see “Recent 
Paintings” by Joan  
Vaccaro at Gallery One.
8:30 pm, Calcia 
Auditorium, rm. 135Saturday, Nov. 30 
Soul Coughing and 
Failure at the Stone Pony, 
Asbury Park.
Sunday, Dec. 1 
Suicide Machines at 
Coney Island High.
**““!<**■»*
Tuesday, Dec. 3 
“Figuring Women1 
W hitney Musei 
Am erican A rt, s 
admission $6, mor 
(212) 570-7722.
The Deftones a t B irch  Hill
The first time I saw the Deftones 
was when they opened for Kom at the 
Limelight. Back then, nobody really knew 
who the Deftones were. The place was 
totally packed with Kom fans. W hen the 
Deftones came on, the crowd was still 
pretty aggravated from the music from the 
two shitty bands who opened up for them. 
The Tones played a few songs to which 
the crowd had no reaction, but when they 
played “Bored,” the Limelight exploded. I 
couldn’t believe it. They totally ripped up 
the place. They just came out, did their 
thing, and won the crowd over. I knew
whole show. I’m a huge fan of the Tones 
and can’t get enough of their bitchin’ style. 
When asked who they sound like, I often 
compare them to my other favorite band, 
Kom. The Deftones have a sharper edge 
to their sound, thanks to the killer tone 
of guitarist Stephen Carpenter. While not 
as dark sounding as Kom, they are very 
heavy and musically unique. Their vocals 
are a mixture of Rage like rapping, me­
lodic mumbling, and heavy metal scream­
ing. Their pounding rhythms had vocal­
ist Chino Moreno violently bouncing all 
over the stage; flinging himself into the 
crowd every five minutes, barely pausing
to breathe.from that
“Their vocals are a mixture of
Rage like rapping, melodic mum­
bling, and heavy metal screaming.”
point that 
they were 
gonna be 
huge. It 
was just 
g o n n a  
take a while.
Last Friday night, my friend George 
and I were chillin’ inside a packed Birch 
Hill, waiting for the Tones to get set up. 
We arrived at 10:45, completely missing 
the opening acts, Downset and Orange 
Nine Millimeter, due to extenuating cir­
cumstances.
It has been over a year since I last 
saw these guys and I was totally unpre­
pared for their performance. First of all, 
their fans have undoubtedly increased in 
the past year and I was surprised to notice 
almost everybody singing along. Person­
ally, I was in another world during the
Much re­
spect goes 
out to the 
d r i v i n g  
beats of 
d r u m m e r
Abe Cunningham and the vicious, vocal 
outbursts from bassist Chi Cheng.
T h e  D eftones have definitely  
evolved since I last saw them. This was made 
evident by the almost visible energy waves 
pouring out of them. Ripping through mean 
ass tunes such as, “Root,” “7 Words,” “Bored,” 
and closing with a wicked version of “En­
gine #9” where Chino started rapping the 
words to Ice Cube’s “Wicked” (which Chino 
just finished recording with Kom).
To sum it up, if you are unsure about 
what you must do with your life, I’m gonna 
help you out. Go see the Deftones and pick 
up their album Adrenaline.
Wednesday, Nov. 27 
MSU Music Dept, 
presents Woodwind 
Students, David Singer 
coordinator, noon, at the 
McEachern Recital Hall.
um of 
tudent 
e info?
Wednesday, Dec. 4 
Poetry reading featuring 
Dr. Linett, 7 pm, in the
W .O .W . presents the 
movie, A Christmas Story,
C Q R Q O Q H
□  e Q w H r C I
Tired o f  turkey?
Christmas is com ing... 
watch cartoons, Nov. 29
* Casper’s First Christmas 
N oon-12:30  pm
* Paddington Bear: Ghost o f 
Christmas Paddington 12:30-1 
pm
*Yogi’s Christmas Caper 1-1:30 
pm
*A Christmas Story 1:3 0 -2  pm
* ’ Tis the Season to be Smurfy 
2 -2 :3 0  pm
* Smurfs’ Christmas Special 
2 :3 0 -3  pm
*A Flintstone Christmas 3 -4  pm 
*Yogi’s First Christmas 4 -6  pm 
*Taz-Mania: No Time for 
Christmas 6 -6 :3 0  pm
*  Christmas Comes to Pacland 
6 :3 0 -7  pm
*Yule Toons 7-8  pm
Happy Ibrkey Day!
C -irU ey e  v f  C\v\ ycrtureuifiC
At Northwestern College of Chiropractic, we feel 
strongly about the quality of education we provide 
to our 600 students and their preparedness for 
satisfying careers.
As our 3,000 alumni know, we can provide 
you with an educational experience featuring:
• 55 years of expertise developing a well-rounded, 
rigorous educational program integrating the basic and
clinical sciences, diagnosis, X-ray, chiropractic therapeu­
tics, wellness care and practice management;
Emphasis on clinical, hands-on education and experience; 
11:1 student-to-faculty ratio, individual faculty attention, 
easy access to educational resources;
Clinical internships in 80+ Minnesota community clinics 
and five College public clinics;
Extensive interdisciplinary clinical learning opportunities; 
A research center known internationally and dedicated to 
advancing chiropractic science and the profession;
Final term, full-time private practice internships globally; 
A beautiful 25-acre campus featuring leading-edge class­
rooms, science and methods labs, and clinic facilities; 
Career Services Office to assist graduates in job 
placement;
New state-of-the-art library to support education and 
research.
For a personal visit or more detailed information, 
call a Northwestern Admissions counselor at 
1-800-888-4777.
W  Committed to Clinical Excellence and Preparedness fo r  Professional Success
Northwestern College of Chiropractic • 2501 West 84th Street * Minneapolis, Minnesota 55431
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A challenge is proposed to Palestinian 
and Israeli students to find real solutions
M A I N  E C I T O R I A L
The Palestinians and the Jews could get together on 
this campus and spend the entire day denying each other’s 
rights to the land directly east of the Mediterranean. 
We could point fingers and punch holes but where would 
that get us? The same place our fellow human beings 
have found themselves in Israel: not too much further 
than we started.
It’s funny, there actually was a time, believe it or not, 
that the Jews and the Muslims were very close to each 
other. Actually, they were almost dependent on each 
other. During the Golden Age of Spain, just before the 
inquisition, the Muslims owned the lands and let the 
Jews live freely. Jews aided the Muslims in commerce, 
especially as translators. O f course, then the Christians 
took over and marked the Muslims and the Jews for 
death.
We also have many other common threads. Espe­
cially in America, we find difficulty being strangers in a 
strange land. W e are commonly forced to work on our 
holidays. When we mention that we can’t work, we get 
a look that says we are different and we are less of a 
person because of it. A t times it is a scarlet letter that 
we wear because we aren’t not a majority in this coun­
try. It wasn’t until a conversation not too long ago that 
I realized how similar we really are. If we just simply 
stopped emphasizing our differences and realized that we
are hardly enemies, maybe we could get somewhere. For 
the most part, we seem to get along. We seem to be 
fairly intelligent. I think we can do better than pointing 
out facts or history. Lest we forget that the terms fact 
and history ate at best opinionated. They must be. Truth 
is in the eyes of the beholder. No two people will ever 
see the same events with the same recollection. How 
can we see it any better in America, many years later, 
with any better validity? I could quote history books, 
too. I could quote statistical studies as well. I could even 
recall my own personal experiences. I could also offer 
my political opinion. Reading these articles, it would be 
very easy for me to pitch in my own two cents. But 
where would it get me? It would just place me in the 
next point of this circle that his grown for the past month 
at MSU.
So what I propose is a challenge. W e are all knowl­
edgeable about the Middles East and we all know our 
differences. We could argue all day and because out goal 
is to find differences, we will not find any solution. I’m 
throwing down the challenges for anyone who can find 
a mutually reasonable solution where Palestinians are 
satisfied as the Israelis. If anyone is interested, feel free 
to e-mail nowackj@alpha.montclair.edu and we’ll talk.
Joshua Paul Nowack
Vice-president, Jewish Student Union
Montclarion missed “compelling 
details” to the quitting adjuncts storymi) | I........... I..... ...................
As a former Editor-in-chief of the M ontclarion and 
current advocate, it pained me to see the rather fic­
tional article concerning two purported English adjunct 
resignations on the basis o f pay. W hile it is true that 
two adjuncts have left this semester, and it is also true 
that adjuncts are seriously underpaid, these two par­
ticular cases involved personal obligations and not 
money.
Whether the reporter was misinformed by one of 
his sources or misunderstood what they were saying, 
either situation could have been avoided if he had been 
more diligent. He left a message on my voice mail 
requesting input the day before the story appeared. 1 
returned the message when I got back to my office, 
informing him of exactly when 1 could be reached, and 
even inviting him to attend the class that I was asked 
to take over for one of the departed teachers. Unfortu­
nately, he must have formed his conclusions before 
consulting all o f his sources (don’t  we advise against 
this in Freshman Comp?), because the story that 1 could 
have given him was a much more compelling and ac­
curate one.
Under normal circumstances, such an oversight 
would disturb me, but not to the point of writing a 
letter. In this case however, I am dismayed that the 
reporter actually missed a very important story -  the 
story I assumed he was interested in when he called 
me for information. That story is what I would like to 
inform you of here in the hope that you would send 
another reporter to cover in depth. It is not a story 
about teachers, but about students, and I feel no need 
to claim attention for myself, only to give credit to a
class of admirable young men and women who exer­
cised their power to affect their fete. Confused? Let 
me explain.
On Wednesday, October 16, the students of Sec­
tion 30 of Introduction to Literature were informed 
that their class was going to be canceled after seven 
weeks because their professor had to leave for per­
sonal reasons. These students felt cheated at the pros­
pect of putting half a semester’s effort into a course 
they would have to repeat. Here’s where, in ray mind, 
the story begins. These students did not bicker and 
moan amongst themselves, the walk away bad-mouth­
ing “die system” that oppresses them. The students 
arose, en masse, and proceeded directly to the Dean’s 
office to demand that she find someone to replace 
their teacher. The next day I  was their new professor 
and they learned the valuable lesson that the students 
do have the power to affect change, that their voices 
will be heard.
There are more compelling details to this story, 
I’m sure. They can be provided by any number of the 
admirable students I’m proud to be teaching three times 
a week. Their story is worth telling, not the mislead­
ing one reported two weeks ago. Again, it is a shame 
that an on-campus occurrence that could inspire stu­
dents to take their education into their own hands 
was overlooked in favor of another, “W e have no 
power, we’re merely students, see how everything goes 
wrong around here” narrative. You are the voice of 
the students. Speak your power! Demand good teach­
ers, good classes, and equity. You just might get it.
James Nicosia, English Professor
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Understanding Thanksgiving
organize an event that helped people 
Memorial Quilt, entitled “Handmade
As most people rush to get their lo s s e s  finished and check out ot their dorm 
rooms on time, many will forget what thanksgiving holiday is really all about. The 
meaning of this holiday is beyond theley and the frantic shopping for perfect gifts 
for the upcoming season. But in ordAealize this meaning, some needed to have 
their minds refocused on all that theile to be grateful for.
Fortunately, a  number of otganizalland individuals at MSU joined together to
: laluate their lives. The Names Project AIDS 
iHeartfelt" was on display here at MSU for 
four days. It gave both the MSU coimity and the communities all around us a 
chance to experience a portion of the |01 panels of the quilt which represent only 
12% of all US AIDS cases.
Visitors to the event saw panels wl®or many, defied the face of AIDS that they
|en, women, and children, and they came 
i*'he thread that held them together, though, 
demic. What we saw was a  tribute to them 
rated their lives and contributions and, in 
ain of the loss. While walking through the
they should be for their own lives an 
In light of some of the more unfortu
enjoy our time in college. And thanks 
helped bring the AIDS Memorial Qu
were accustomed to seeing: there w 
from all different places and backgrou 
was the fact that each fell victim to th 
by friends, family, and relatives, who 
doing so, found a way to help handle 
display, viewers were also able to see Profound sanctity of life and how thankful
chance to take part in viewing the Quilt, 
ivents which occurred on this campus this 
semester, the students at MSU should Ize that they still do have a  lot to be thank­
ful for: we have a place to get our edi >n, further our careers, make friends, and
e diligence and commitment of those who 
splay to MSU, those of us who chose to 
participate in the event, had the char# -  in the words of one of the creators of a 
panel of the Quilt — realize that this “e nic has a human face". No one who viewed 
the Quilt is likely to forget any of the tags anytime soon. A realization of all the 
important things in life occurred to n people because of this experience -  a re­
newed appreciation of friends, family. Me ¡itself. And that’s what Thanksgiving is 
all about.
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Prof. Tom Veenendall called a student and 
an educator in former student’s tribute
It was the Spring semester of 1984 and the flowers 
were blooming in front of Memorial Auditorium. A  steady 
breeze moved through the foliage causing them to sway. 
The air was crisp as student filed into the building for 
the first week of classes. I arrived at a public speaking 
class located in the basement of Life Hall.
The instructor arrived, unfurled his suit jacket and 
put it behind a chair. A turquoise and pink tie topped 
his freshly starched shirt. He greeted the class with a 
large smile consisting of pearly white teeth and pointed 
at each side of his mouth indicating the motivation and 
excitements this professor was going to provide the class. 
Janet Lane once said “O f all things you wear, your ex­
pression is the most important.” The expression we saw 
that day was Tom Veenendall, a long-time professor in 
the Communications department who served on many 
national committees and at that time handled the in­
ternships for the communications and broadcasting de­
partments back in the 80’s.
A person gets only one opportunity to make a first 
impression. Veenendall made a positive impression that 
afternoon, which would not only bring together this group 
of freshmen, but cultivate relationships that would last 
throughout the semester and for some, the rest of our 
lives. There were many professors at MSU, but Tom 
Veenendall and Wayne Bond are two names synony­
mous with communications.
Tom Veenendall’s presence that afternoon are images 
that will not be forgotten as well as the education he 
provided me with over the course of three years. 
Veenendall recently passed away, which was a devastat­
ing blow to many who had the opportunity to work with 
him and attend his classes. The vivid images of his per­
sonal appearance coupled with expectations of student 
achievement are long-lasting memories that won’t be 
forgotten. In retrospect, many of the accomplishments 
started on the campus of MSU and in the rooms of Life 
Hall where Tom and Wayne gave life to.
A talented educator is one who has the ability to 
touch his or her students so as to make an impact in a 
short period of time. Tom possessed this gift, as those
who knew him were pushed to a higher level of expec­
tations. Many are sure to remember Tom’s great wit, his 
love of Michigan where he completed his doctorate, and 
enjoyment of teaching various courses.
Molding one’s mind to a certain philosophy is a sig­
nificant part of education that all professors hope to 
achieve. Jamie Escalante did it to high school students 
at Garfield High School in California and Tom accom­
plished it at MSU. Selfishness is one word which would 
not fit his persona. He was always involved in some 
function, event, or committee. His work ethic never 
changed. That was clear by seeing his involvement with 
the Names Project, which is the AIDS memorial, which 
was on display at MSU this past week.
Tom was eulogized at the event and one of the speakers 
from Lambda Tau Omega characterized him as I would 
have: a student. Although I had never met any of the 
students at the event, there was a communication be­
cause we all the opportunity to work with Tom.
As a student, Tom never gave answers, but clues for 
the student to get the answer. For anyone who had Tom 
as a professor, they knew he never gave the answer away. 
He stimulated the thought process, which is a difficult 
thing to do -  and Tom did it well. As a colleague, a 
problem would be solved by Tom diagnosing it first and 
then methodically developing the plan. This was the 
same approach I heard the students speaking about on 
November 23rd as they were preparing the Names Project 
event.
Harvey Firestein once said, “You get the best out of 
others when you given them the best of yourself.” Tom 
Veenendall made the effort to achieve this in his life. 
Nine years and hundreds of students later, this man’s 
memory is still alive. The death of this great educator is 
not only a loss to those who knew him, but to the gen­
eration of students who will never have the opportunity 
to work with him or learn from him. Tom is gone, but 
his contributions are still alive. Thanks for the memo­
ries Tom — you won’t be forgotten!
Perry Schwarz
MSU Alumnus, 1988
The NEW Montclarion 
Mailbag letter policy
A ll letters must be typed and no longer than 250 words. Letters exceeding this length will be 
edited to 250 words.
Please keep letters to a single topic which is relevant to the issues at hand.
O nce received, letters are property o f the M ontclarion  and may be edited for length, content, and 
libel.
Letters will not be printed unless they are signed, and include the author’s name, major, phone 
number, and social security number. T h e last two items will be used for verification only. There 
are no exceptions to this rule.
Letter writers may submit only one piece of correspondence per month.
Letters and e-mail must be submitted by Tuesday at 10:00 a.m. Any correspondence received after 
this time will not be considered for publication in that week’s issue.
Correspondence may be submitted through e-mail to navettaj@alpha.m ontclair.edu or sent to 
T h e M ontclarion, A ttn.: Editorial Editor, M ontclair State University, 113 Student C enter A nnex, 
Upper M ontclair, New Jersey, 07043.
If you have any questions, call (201) 655-7731 for more information.______________________________
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A final criticism  o f the conservative 
stance on affirmative action programs
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As paid liars for employers, professional conservatives 
attack affirmative action (aa) in order to mount a dis­
guised attack on all workers, whites included. I’ll con­
centrate on exposing the basic dishonesty of the “Con­
servative” argument, and use only one example: college 
admissions.
1. Racism Raises Employers’ Profits. Because of rac­
ism, non-whites have always been a source of cheap la­
bor, and of super-profits for their exploiters (“employ­
ers”). Employers use this pool of cheap labor to pull down 
wages and working conditions for white workers, increas­
ing profits still more. Racism also serves employers’ in­
terests by dividing white and non-white workers against 
one another, blaming each other rather than the corpo­
rations who are really responsible for exploitation and 
inequality. Pushing racism is essential for capitalists, and 
their “conservative” mouthpieces! Gutted by pro-em­
ployer court decisions, during the 1970s Affirmative 
Action did lead to a real increase in income among black 
workers. White workers are helped when any pool of 
cheap labor, be it minority workers or women, is elimi­
nated. Corporations pay “Conservative” propagandists 
to attack aa because it threatens their profits! Most white 
workers, however, do not realize this, because the politi­
cians, the media, and the educational system do not ex­
plain this to us. The same is true today. Affirmative 
action not only helps non-whites and minorities —  it
helps white males, too! But the Conservatives’ corpo­
rate masters do not want us to understand this.
2. The Lie of “Merit” and “Color-blindness.” Con­
servative opponents of aa oppose use of the closest thing 
to a “color-blind” test for college admissions —  high 
school grades. The best single predictor of college suc­
cess, if they were used alone, there would be far more 
black and Latino students —  and more white working- 
class students as well —  in colleges from MSU to Harvard. 
This is the last thing the rich want! SA T tests are 
biased against blacks, as well as against women and work­
ing-class people of all races.
Loyal to their corporate masters, Conservatives want 
discrimination! First, they want racism —  to lower the 
cost of labor; to keep working people fighting each other 
(see above). Second, they want to preserve discrimina­
tion according to wealth! Not lack of “merit”, but lack 
of money is the most common reason for dropping out 
of college; Conservatives want to keep it that way! By 
far the main form of discrimination in college admis­
sions is financial: it favors the rich. At elite universities 
“legacies” —  children of wealthy alumni —  are favored 
above all others, except those who can pay full tuition 
($30,000 and up). “Why don’t Conservatives complain 
about this? Because they serve the rich! They love dis­
crimination —  as long as it favors their masters.
Grover Furr, English Department
A message from President Reid on Israel
As President of MSU and one of the Governor’s 
appointees to the New Jersey-Israel Trade Commission, 
I had the opportunity to join the much publicized trade 
mission that Governor Whitman recently led to Israel. 
While great emphasis has been placed in the press on 
trade and future business development activities for New 
Jersey’s many industries, one of the not-so-obvious po­
tential benefits to the state is in the area of higher 
education. In fact, I was one of five New Jersey campus 
leaders joining the mission on behalf of the state and 
our universities.
Israel has held a special place for many American 
students who are drawn to the country because of their 
strong identification with Judaism. However, many non- 
American international students, particularly from Eu­
rope, attend Israeli universities as well. They are there 
not necessarily because of their identification with Ju­
daism, but because of their interest in historical, politi­
cal, economic, cultural, and social perspectives that 
studying abroad provides in general.
American students, unlike those from other coun­
tries, too often restrict their university education to 
their home country. In an increasingly interdependent 
world, this will be a suboptimal strategy for students as 
individuals as well as for our state and nation. Studying 
abroad provides unique opportunities for students to 
gain insights into areas that may hold future job oppor­
tunities and may depend on their level of knowledge, 
degree of sophistication, and displayed comfort with 
people from other countries.
Those of us who accompanied the Governor also 
had an opportunity to meet on our own with many 
colleagues at Israeli universities. I personally visited fac­
ulty, students, and staff at Tel Aviv University, He-
brew University, and Haifa University. All three, 1 was 
pleased to learn, enroll American students who come 
to Israel to strengthen their identification with Juda­
ism. Disappointingly, there did not appear to be others 
who came to benefit from the unique perspective they 
would have gained on the Middle East. As peace is 
pursued, economic collaborations expand, and poten­
tial wealth draws international investment (as it is now 
beginning to do in a more peaceful South Africa), the 
aggregate economies will be based on a population of 
more than 300 million consumers. This could well ri­
val the size of Europe, exceed that of Russia, and be 
more than three and a half times the size of the popu­
lation of Japan.
As nations, businesses, and governments adapt to a 
changing world environment, universities will need to 
ensure that all graduates are prepared for active partici­
pation in the new global reality. Trade and commerce, 
politics and communications, cultural exchange and 
international development will all require a level of 
sophistication that was unheard of before technology 
changed the nature of distance and the importance of 
cooperation. To preserve our state’s economic com­
petitiveness and to ensure greater appreciation of cul­
tural diversity and international understanding, global 
education must become a major priority for every insti­
tution of higher learning. The Middle East is a signifi­
cant part of the equation. Attending a university in 
countries in that region (e.g. Israel, Jordan, Egypt) must 
be viewed by American students as an opportunity to 
advance their education through study abroad programs 
such as those I observed and discussed on the Governor’s 
trade mission to Israel.
Dr. Irvin Reid, President MSU
V,
The B-Boy’s 
Perspective
______________________ by Joshua Stalsworth
An offering of thanks 
instead of complaints
Return of the perspective! Universal greetings 
of peace to all of my readers. This week there will 
be a little change of the typical format, thanks to 
a man named Kemp Carr. Instead of complaining 
and noting the problems of cosmic injustices, I 
would rather give thanks for all of the blessings 
that we here at MSU receive.
Everyday I hear somebody on campus complain 
about the multitude of problems that we have here, 
myself included. I hear talk about food, overcrowd­
ing, and parking. I feel that we need to think about 
the ones who crave to be in our position like the 
friends that we have at home that may have made 
a wrong decision in the past that would keep them 
from getting into college. W e all know the pitfalls 
that one can fall into. And even that seems to be 
trivial on the overall scale. Everyone here has ac­
cess to food and shelter. These are things that 
Rwandan refugees are walking for hundreds of miles 
for right now without food or water. They are do­
ing this to get back to their homes which were 
shredded to pieces in a nasty civil war which was 
marked by ethnic cleansing. Could you even imag­
ine that happening in Essex County? Thank God 
we don’t have to experience anything like that.
I would also like thank-yous to be given to the 
hundreds of American G.I.s on their way to Africa 
right now in order to aid people on their trek. 
These are brave women and men who are doing 
something that most of us here on campus would 
never want to do. And it seems that the military is 
always on some humanitarian mission right around 
this time of year when we are thinking about fi­
nals, food, and holiday fun. Give thanks to the 
fact that most of us are going to be spending a lot 
of time with our loved ones very soon. And don’t 
take that for granted. There are many people who 
will not be able to do that.
W e need to give thanks for our health and the 
health insurance that we got angry with when they 
forced it on us this year. Do you know how many 
do not have any insurance for anything, who are 
sick or have ill children? Be thankful that we even 
have medical facilities to go to in our time of need. 
W e have emergency rooms in this country that 
cannot deny you attention. There are so many 
places where the only means of medical care is so 
infested with filth that you wouldn’t even send 
your worst enemy there.
There is so much for all of to be thankful for. 
So I plead that you do exactly that. Thank your 
mom or your God or somebody. Do some type of 
intervention, whether it be worldly or divine. I 
personally would like to thank my mom for life, 
my friends for love, and the M ontclarion  for this 
opportunity to be heard. Happy Thanksgiving!
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Antics in the 
Forbidden Zone
by Madam Ant
This is college, how dare you
ten or so copies of that issue I have here, 
on my desk. I wonder if he actually read 
the article. Whatever anyone’s opinion of
As the gentle readers know, I am very 
opinionated, and 1 have only written one
1 never thought the day would come 
when I would actually defend my con­
trary colleague, Joe Paternoster, in print 
or anywhere else for that matter, but when 
I read the letters sent to the Editor-in Chief 
of the M ontclarion by a faculty member, 
1 felt I had no alternative but to do just 
that
The professor is greatly disturbed that 
Joe, Jean-Marie Navetta, and others who 
write for the paper have the audacity to 
speak their minds in print Oh, my God­
dess! What next? He feels Joe and Jean- 
Marie are too conservative in their views, 
and the subjects they write about don’t 
concern campus events -  uh, isn’t that 
what Joe wrote about in the November 
7th issue? But that is the very example he 
cited in the same letter as being racist, 
provocative, and extremist? Where did Joe 
write that “people of color from the inner 
city have an inferior culture?" as the let­
ter claims? I guess it was left out of the
that editorial is, and that is irrelevant, it 
did concern something that happened on 
ra m p »«.
While I wasn’t  named as one erf the ex­
tremists, I stand with my colleagues in be­
ing accused erf using the Montclarion as a 
platform for expressing our opinions. We 
were scolded that real newspapers "avoid 
like the plague being used as a bull-horn 
for any opinionated shouter.” Has anyone 
ever read an editorial by George Will? Now, 
if he isn’t an opinionated shouter, please 
enlighten me. Jeez, even Arm Landers and 
Dear Abby write their opinions. One local 
newspaper calls its editorial section “OPIN­
ION,” so the powers that be at that publi­
cation must dean it an appropriate plat­
form from  which their journalists may ex­
press their opinions, n ’esr pas, Monsieur ie 
Professerl
article concerning a campus event, the 
behavior of minority students in the after- 
math of the Lambda Tau Omega party. In 
feet, my first article for the Montclarion 
generated three weeks of angry responses 
from some readers. That’s okay, because we 
received more mail in the first week after 
that article ran than in any previous week. 
People may not have liked what I said, but 
people read the paper, and that’s what 
matters.
We write about topics that strike a chord 
with us, whether they relate to the Uni­
versity or not, and that’s what makes for a 
diverse and interesting newspaper.
I certainly don’t  claim “to have the only 
true wisdom” on a given subject, even I’m 
not that presumptuous. Writing editorials 
on such benign, albeit campus related, top­
ics as the fat content of the french fries the 
cafeteria serves or how the vending ma-
chines ran out o f the French Onion vari­
ety of Sun Chips ate not only boring to 
write about, but they’re boring to read.
1 know I wouldn’t read the Montclarion 
if every subject was white-washed and con­
troversial opinions were excluded. What 
is the point erf having a school paper if 
the writers are to be constricted in their 
craft?
In the professor’s second letter, he 
closed by saying Tom Tracy should “think 
carefully about the consequences of (his) 
decisions.” Hey, that sounds like a threat 
from where I’m standing. W hat exactly 
did he mean by that?
I’m rather disquieted about the quality 
and sort of reporting ami editorialization 
this professor teaches because it seems he 
has forgotten the first rule of journalism -  
something that applies to every Ameri­
can, even university students who write 
for their school prpets. That’s a little some­
thing I like to call the First Amendment.
The Big Picture
by Tom Tracy
I was going to write about the conference that the 
Montclarion attended in Orlando last week, and describe 
what we learned and mock the SG A  concerning their 
conference last June. But, 1 did something yesterday that 
made all of that seem really trivial and stupid. I went to 
see the Names Project AIDS Memorial Quilt Display in 
the Student Center Ballrooms. It was an experience 1 
will not forget.
I honestly did not think that I would be that affected 
from looking at the various panels, because I have never 
really known anyone who has died of AIDS, but 1 was 
wrong. The first thing that impacted me was the silence 
in the room. The only sound was that of a person read­
ing off the names of the people we have lost to AIDS. 
After feeling the heaviness of the silence in the room 
and reading what the victims loved ones had to say on 
the panels, the panels and the people depicted on them 
seemed to come to life.
Some of the art work was elaborate, some was simple, 
but they all had the same meaning: paying tribute to 
someone in the creator's life who had made a difference 
and who would be dearly missed. I saw panels depicting 
people of different colors, gender, and in ages ranging 
from as young as 11 months to as old as 65 years. All I 
had to do was to look at the pictures on these panels to 
see the that this deadly virus knows no boundaries, sees 
no color.
As I was looking at the panels, reading each message 
that a loved one wrote, I thought about how many 
family members and friends were affected by the passing
Giving thanks for the 
things that really count
ite sayings or mini-biographies about these people, just 
goes to show how much they meant to the people who 
lost them.
That is when a thought really hit me. I get all stressed 
out about the production of this newspaper or about 
what a circus the SGA  has become -  and for what? 
There are so many other people out there with so many 
more important concerns and problems. 1 really take my 
job too seriously, and a lot of people on this campus are 
guilty of doing the same thing. What I do on this cam­
pus may be important, but will it impact anyone outside 
of this campus? No.
The people who matter and who make a difference 
are the people who I saw memorialized on those panels. 
They affected the lives of people and made them think. 
Some of them actively fought for their rights, while oth­
ers chose the low road, letting their actions speak for 
them. These are the people who we should be concerned 
about and who change the world with their presence.
On this campus, we have a habit of getting wrapped 
up in ourselves and ignoring the fact that another world 
exists on the outside. It is this world that we should be 
concerned about. The problems that we think we have 
on this campus pale in comparison to the real problems 
that exist outside MSU.
On this eve of Thanksgiving, I will give thanks that I 
have been lucky and have not had anyone close to me 
in my family pass away. I am also thankful for what the 
people on those panels and the people who created them 
taught me yesterday. It is a much needed lesson that I
of each one of these people. To read the poems or favor- am grateful I was reminded of . Thank you.
"It is the duty of all nations to acknowledge the providence of Almighty God; to obey His will, to be 
grateful for His benefits, and humbly to implore His protection and favor...”
- From a proclamation designating a national day o f Thanksgiving by George Washington
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MSU's WINTER BALL
The B rownstone
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$ 3 0  PER PERSON INCLUDES
BUStransportation FROM CAMPUS
OPEN BAR!!
Tickets on sale in the Student C enter Lobby: 
W ednesday, Nov. 27th  11am  - 3pm  
F o r fu rth er ticket inform ation, please con tact
the C L U B  office a t 655-5232 .
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Dilbert
by Scott Adams
The Humour Section would like to apologize, but John J .  
O’Sullivan’s weekly humour column will not be ran this week. 
According to the Associated Press,when John went to Walt 
Disney World, he stole the head off of Donald Duck™ and ran 
away with it. No one has heard from him since. He could be 
dead. He could be drunk. He could be in his underwear, goof­
ing off and eating candy. We’re not sure. In his normally de­
mented place, we’re going to cop out and run some of his old 
stuff. We do apologize for the inconvenience. If you don’t like 
that, too bad. Sucks to be you.
Thank you,
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for absolutely nothing >f »ou
GO DOWN TO TOUR LOCAL 
MicOONAlOS’ " . ^  WORKERS WH.L 
DO nothing BUT ST ARC AT YOU AS* 
YOU HAD 3 h£IDS IT iS A JOKE. A 
FARCE A CREATIVE WASTE O ' $F>ACf 
ANOTIMC OOWCMCNTiQN THAT THIS
IS A JOKE* WST wanted to WAKE 
SURE WECERTAJNI»M0P€»0UG0T 
THE HtiT.YOU DAMN MORONI...........
Buy one 
MacDeer™ 
Sandwich, 
get
144 ,345 ,021  
more for 
free!
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MacDeer™ 1 
Sandwich,
get a
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SO OKAY HERE it G a s  This is
garbage
MADE UP AiROiT’  SOOO GUESS 
WHAT» IMIS DAMN COUPON 'S 
WORTH ABSOLUTELY NOTHING'
bag of
NOTHIN • 0 0 * T OVE IT TO SOME 
FAST FOOO WORKER. AiOCERIAWLY MacFries™ i
BURGER’ that is  IUST 
| TASTELESS UNCOUTH BASTAPO for free! J
T u ts  METRIC SHOWS AN 
EXCELLENT TREND I N  THE 
NUMBER OF DAYS SINCE 
THE B E G IN N IN G  OF (AY 
PROJECT.
I
8 THAT GROWTH r a t e  
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| WITH THE BEST 
| COMPANIES IN  OUR 
5 TIME ZONE.
I 'M  GOING TO ENTER §
A PROFESSION THAT 3
W ILL MARE A HUGE ;
DIFFERENCE IN  MY 1
SELF-ESTEEM, io
i  ARE YOU 
\ SURE THAT
|  W ILL  RAISE WOULD
“  "YOUR SELF- i  LdANT TO
f  ESTEEM? . r a is e  IT ?
Happy “Eat-Tw rkay^ntil-Yow - 
/panttana®wdy*Coi!nb«ut” Day  
from tho H um our™  /action!
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c r o s s w o r d
ACROSS 51 Easier plants 86 Star! the slaw earts 44 Trolley sound SO In excess of
1 Completed 52 "Three — 87 Holstein 4 LAX letters 45 Distress 81 Count (on)
S Sour stuff Match" ('32 homes 5 Reference 46 Massenet's 82 Songbirds
9 Nourished film) 68 Till is or Ferrer volume "Le — de 83 Moroccan
12 A d like an 53 Command to 89 Corrida victim 6 Assimilate Lahore" seaport
antelope Fido 90 Pantry item 7 L A judge 47 Noun sulli* 85 “West Side
16 Storage site 54 Summoned 91 End ol remark 8 Low iegard 48 Oil's cousin Story" tune
17 Soprano Dal mommy 102 Patisserie 9 Cheeky 50 Ain't right? 86 London
Monle 55 Michelangelo worker 10 Bring bliss 51 Gruesome locale
IB Chip oil work 103 Conlessions 11 Robert ol 54 Naish role 87 Ewe said itl
Woody's 56 Pari 2 of of lailh "The Citadel" 55 Relocales 89 Smokey's
block? remark 104 Casserole 12 Nonclerical 56 Thrills sibling?
19 “As You Like 57 Pagan cover 13 Correclive 58 "— Magic 90 Dancer
II" setting 59 Ponti's 105 — lime measure Moment" Charisse
21 Addis - partner (quickly) 14 Improvised ('69 hil) 91 Schubert
22 Author Anita 60 Ending lor 106 Sgt — Bilko 15 Pansy part 59 An arm and song
23 Lima or lava “culesy" 108 Confined to 16 Spanish a leg 92 Hard on the
24 "Big Three” 62 Part 3 ol a cot surrealist 60 Sacred song nose
site remark 109 Rattletrap 18 Helps a hood 61 Skinner or 93 Nervous
25 Soolho 67 Bankbook 111 Sanctioned 20 June, bul Redding 94 Florida city
26 Traveler's aid abbr. 1 1 2 "— Inlerno" not July 63 Present . 95 Metropolitan
27 Hidalgo 68 Ready for a (78  song) 28 Married Mile. company? 96 Long and
holiday light 113 Tramp's 28 Particular 64 Thin porridge slender
29 Thailand. 69 Kerr's (lowers toolsie 31 Canal zone? 65 Did nothing 97 Driving
formerly 72 Part 4 ol 114 Ttiornlield 32 Signed on 66 Maintenance hazard
30 Start ol a remark governess 33 Learning porson 98 Be a peach?
remark by 75 Stigmatizes 115 Sports center method 70 Merit 99 Feathered
Millon Berio socially 116 Big man on 34 Food lor Fury 71 Goes down­ friend?
35 Rita — Brown 76 Shopping campus? 38 Pageant hill fast? 100 Pointless
36 Burly Burl sites 117 Some prop 72 Bespec­ 101 Vincent
37 Hem in a lock 78 "Mighty — a 118 Witnessed 39 Actress tacled dwarf Lopez's
38 Ceremonial Rose" 119 Presque —. McClurg 73 Nabokov theme song
supper 79 Dryden work Maine 40 Coup — novel 107 Ending for
41 Pool shot 80 Speaks one's DOWN 41 Slammer 74 Kyolo coin lunch
43 Dispersed piece 1 Premiere 42 Make wine 75 Patriotic org. 110 Needle
49 Mideaslern 82 Polo star? 2 Iridescent divine 76 Numskull feature
gult 83 Austin or Gan stones 43 “Odyssey" 77 Dealt with 111 Composer
50 Mr. Hiss 84 Florida cape 3 Dukes and enticer a donut Francis
Vour "Sort-of Real Ho
W ritten this w eek by the 
sickening and psychic 
C ute and Fuzzy Bears
Aries (March 21 to  A pril 19) We 
love you! W e love each other! Let’s 
have a group hug!
Taunts (April 20 to May 20) Sharing 
is a good thing! W e cute and fuzzy 
bears like to share things. W e love 
sharing! We love you!
Gemini (May 21 to June 20) Let’s 
sing a song about being happy!
(sung to the tune of fa..a...Qftk.da 
Vital
W e like hugging and being happy 
Don’t  you know that we love you! 
W e like hugging and being happy 
Have you upchucked or threw up in 
your shoe?!
O ncer (June 21 to July 22) Buyout 
dolls! Buy our videotapes! Buy our
Guns™! We love you!
Leo (July 23 to  August 22) Barney 
doesn’t love you! Barney is your en­
emy! The Cute and Fuzzy Bears hate 
Barney. Kill Barney with our Happy 
Love Guns™! W ell love you!
Virgo (August 23 to  September 22)
the Silly patch! Heeheeheeheehee! 
Don’t you wish you were the Cute 
and Fuzzy Beats! Hee hee hee hee 
hee! We love you, but you can’t  be a
Libia (September 23 to October 22) The 
Cute and Fuzzy Bears predict health, for­
tune, and stuffed cats if you give our mas-
. •: . v . .
ter and leader, John J. O ’Sullivan, a killer 
back tub.
Scorpio (October 23 to  November 21)
La Land erf Zzzzagwoarpkadff in houses 
made of sugar and hard candies. You
head. W e think we have it pretty good! 
We love it!
Sagittarius (November 22 to December 21) 
Smoking is a bad bad bad bad bad habit. 
We Qite and Fuzzy Bears say that if you 
need to get into a habit, get into eating
Capricorn (December 22 to January 19) 
Frolicking and looking cute are important 
this week. Make sure to giggle endlessly. 
Oh, and did we mention that we love you?
ou
will be
After All” ride for 9  days. Don’t see the
happy and sing a long!
Pisces (February 19 to  M atch 20) Don’t 
cross the Cute and Fuzzy Beats. W e control 
your destiny...but we love you anyway.
ARENA
FOOTBALL
I B Y V -s T S o O L I G D B Y
w T R c r P T M E K I F D B Y G
w U S s Q 4 A O O M K I S F N
D B Z T X D W C u H E S
•
R Q I
O N L R 8 O J M B H S K E F S
R D C O M W A Y R O W F I D S
V O S T E N D N U O B E R P A
T S R U N S R E L T T A R U P
Q P N R O O D N I L Y S A N T
K I H 6 E G A R
F 0 E C B T B
Z Y W V U T S R 5 0 P N M L J
Find the listed words in the diagram. They run in 
all directions-forward, backward, up, down and 
diagonally.
4 downs 
50 yards 
8 men 
Astroturf
Barriers "Pike" "Storm"
"Bobcats" "Rage" "Terror"
Indoor "Rattlers" Turf shoes
Passing Rebound nets
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DAHCE
CLUÔ
ROCK or 
oo
club
s t r i c t l y
a lte r n a tirei M k
U S  1C
since
. . .
1 9 7 7
t h u b s o ^L
L A °  J o e  D o m e s ^ c
*  STOCK D ^ K 5
i no TS®
COMING UP AT ALDO’S!
Thur. Nov. 14 Snow Goose Party 2.50 bottles & Giveaways
Thur. Nov. 21 Molson Ice Party 2.50 bottles & giveaways
Fri. Nov. 22 10th Annual Top 50 Countdown CD and Concert ticket Giveaway
"Ferkaps jou skould s ta j atoaj 
Fron Grejstone to Fnnd fotential 
elates.
- J J O 'S
( inda Karin Gta -Sip 
Gon^rafs on jour ; mtation.
X!>SU  K;m A
/Vtavllo, Al<?l;ssa, Jac^u<?ljna 
(//,?w Henbers, S& T )
You know tacit jou reallj kave to 
U fe and wr;ta o -p a fir on »+. 
Xlu/tl gujs/
-At om
Atuta CSliT)
You con tkroui o table at ne 
anjtine!
Kellj
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Hop,? jou u*?r<? abli to deal 
uitkout o w?ta of personals I  
sari know ta a t X ck<^> w^ <?n X 
was in ^U/l/zl/Y OZL-AAfeD
F L D K X & H !
W! HA! HH/
-X X O ’S
/t^ io n o  (Tri-Signa)
Ckm up/ \kJelcone to tke Famlj,
W
Love, Sue
/ anbda C ass  CT
Good i_uci, (3;rls/ Hcuta work
pojs off. You’ll be auesone T r;- 
^ s /
L-Ove, Sue 
H a  (HXX),
/I little bit of (fV'i) hasn’t  lulled ne
jet. i_ami socks w;ta kearts on
ta<?m ko/<? com,? cJos?, but 
evl-nak!
■mo,
Jokn  CTX)
Go to Crow B ar W/e^n s^otaj 
nigkts
/t/o.
¿_jttl^ H»ison (/}XX A-/??)
Congrats! You're tke best!
You re a great addition to tke 
cookie tree and tke /fXX fam;lj/ 
¿ - jov'«?, & 3
To ta<? U/r^ ckin^  Gr<?w,
X lovrf> mj niw sluts/
L-Ovrc ~Fsjcko
To n j  B;,g Sarak  (/}XX)
Tkark jou for all of jour keif/
X coulckn’f kaire survived ta s  
weekend uitkout jou/
L-Ove, L-jttle ~Fsjcko
U ttle Joan 'Fsi /?0 CtfXX) 
Congrats! X a n  so fraud of 
jou./ You kair<? work<?ik v"<?rj kar<k 
for jour letters and jou deserve 
to uear tken froudlj. X lov,? 
jou #/ L-jttle!
i_sive, jour S 3 Al<?l;ssa, ~Fki
nto c/}xx)
~Fsi Goss of HXX 
You’re tke best top ID ever-, and 
jou re all going to be excellent 
sisters X love jou all/
U u e . ? k  /76 C/}XX)
kenee and H nj (Fki Sig) 
j et’s kear it for Cigor^tt^s,
garter belts and sleefing ;n tke 
ca r  dateless \klkeu!
Love, tke ~Fki S g Cheer­
leader
Cjndi, Jackie, Julie, Kin /} + 
Karen CFki Sg)
How tkot w,?V<? becone one urtk 
Cjndi’s uindskield, X jxst wonno 
soj tkot it wos fun kangng out. 
XFSL-, kenee (Fk S g)
0 H  r k o t h e x s
Cjone join Tonnj, T J ,  kpu, 
J J O ’S  and Julio ¡n tke First 
(and lost)
aidv'X/i/ g  n a t u r e  t o  the:
OLX> HOUSE!
Gone join tke Fun and 
insamtj os w<? nave out oF 
our kouse ¡nto our neu 
domale ;n TQoonField/
X f jou 
Iked tke 
kouse at 
farties 
and otker 
occosions, 
jou’ll I eve 
tke kouse 
as it gets
HDVEJ>
OUT OF!
"Resides Wi kave put up w;tk all 
oF tke e n ft j beer cans chicken 
bones, garbage, and dog poop, so 
ue're sure jou toont all n;nd 
kelfing out! Cone b j Fridaj to 
keif out and to saj goodbje to 
tke old kouse!
yx tr  j j o 's  nvws
Knberlj ( S t t l  
Tkanks for tke fresent!
Xncokerant ’Fersono-I 
oF tke \kJeek;
XjA STO M EES 
UAJO kEJX>k FX 
G E T  OM SHXxb S T -  
OA/-EE.
SFTOAJEESJ!!!!!!!!!!
Gjnek, CFk Sig)
X’ll go to tke Bull’s parties fi\A/Y~ 
TXH E!
TFSJ : Caesar CFk Sig)
Xoanielle CFk Sig)
You grab tke left, X get tke 
r;gkt, and ngkt up ker ass!
Kin
\1)H/\T!?!?!?!?
- J J O 'S
Kann CFk Sig)
\tje can’t  bop to ta s /
¿_;ttl<? Kim
Jo ck ii CFk Sig)
\Jjkj do X get tke komadal, 
psjckotic ones?
Ljttle findreiu
You are 
tke
greatest! 
XluvU,
Kellj
Kendra 
(SX.T1 
You are 
tke
absolute 
best! 
Tkarks 
^  For all 
jour keif!
"kenenber— next senester, 
X’n  olwojs kere to keif(
Kellj
Mu Goss- T k ej’re initiated 
T k ej still kate breakFast Food!
f “i G oss (SXSD
You gujs are tke best! XluvU all 
and X couldn’t kave asked For 
a better fledge class! X love 
n j cokes!
Hon
Tketa C ass Ct>X;X^ )
Congrats and toelcone to our 
sisterkood! You call did a great 
jib  XV  prou^ - to call jou n j  
sisters!
L-Ove jou, Curvj *3*1 
CkieF *Tl,
X kniw jou couJtk do it! X n  
verj froud oF jou!
I are jou Little L—ittle 
Ljttle /  koome
Curvj *3*1
CkieF, Fievel and H uddj CtiXiX )^, 
\klelcone to tke best tree! \kje 
rule!
Classifieds...
• Child Care Wanted •
Baby-sitter- Occasional M ,T ,\V  evenings 
for 2 boys (ages 2 & 3). Located off Valley 
Rd. in Clifton. 777-5296.
Baby-sitter. (Mainly STa. nites) for 2 tod­
dlers in Upr. Mtc. Must be Resp. & Lov­
ing. Ref. req. Call 212-508-7779- Karyn.
Seeking reliable student to care for 11 year 
old, M-F, 3:15 - 6:15. Must have car and 
references. Call 778-7379 after 7 pm.
Baby-sitter needed beginning January 14th 
on Tues. 4:40 - 9 :30 and Wed. orThurs. 6:30 
- 9:30. Three children ages 6 ,7  and 10. Car 
needed. References. $8 per hour. Call 509- 
8839.
» Help W anted«
Help Wanted. Flexible hours. Walking dis­
tance from campus. Bartlett Greenhouses. 
814 Grove ST. Clifton, NJ 07013. 201-471 - 
6480.
Cruise Ships Hiring. Earn up to $2,000+/ 
month. World travel. Seasonal & full-time 
positions. No exp. necessary. For info, call 
I -206-971 -3550 ext. C50964.
Workers wanted! $1,000 - $5,00. Receive 
$5 for each envelope you stuff with out sales 
materials. For free information send SASE 
to Box 1368 Paterson, NJ 07501.
• For Sale •
Word Processing. Term papers. Disserta­
tions, Resumes, etc. Rush jobs accepted. No 
assignment too big or too small. Word pro­
cessing in French also available. Laser print­
ing. 201-661-5085. Available 7 days. Rea­
sonable.
Typing Services: word processing of term 
papers, dissertations, resumes, etc. Rush 
jobs accepted. Word processing in French 
also available. Laser Prinitng. Available 7 
days. Reasonable. 201-661-5085.
• Spring Break •
Spring Break ‘97! Cancún, Bahamas, Ja­
maica, & Florida. Earn free trips & cash. 
Call 1-800-700-0790.
To place a 
Classified Ad 
please call the 
Advertising Dept, 
at 655-5237. The 
cost per insertion 
is $10 for up to 
30 words, 20$  
for 31-40 words, 
etc.
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c/txx *  n o
X It7ve you!
L-jJve, L-itth? +no
Big CflXX *  /70 
X loiTff JOu/
L-0ve, L-Jttle L—jttle
*170
To tke Fsi Glass CHXX)
I  loir«? jou ¿uys/ You’r<? aw«?som<?/ 
Aty ulcer has ¿¡rally calired 
down 'iou all 
killed, w e/
L-ove, Fsi +190
To my bg Zseanra (H i Sg) 
Thanks for everything/
Z F S U  Your U ttle
L-inda 
F h  S g
Her name was L-da. She was a 
showgrl.
L-jl J«?nn
U  Stm n
Vanessa,
H stranger/ G reat to see ya 
grl! .Stop by some time baby! 
L~uv, Sue
e/a-hioub!
Sen, Beth (H j Sg)
Zaon't want no skort, short man. 
"Ain't no particular thng”
Tke Sister formally 
known as L-jl Kiw\
Saclue (H j  Sg)
Z f we weren't reading Fsalw\ Z3, 
X never would have missed 
“Shout"
L-Jttle Andreizi
"Seth l—jl Sen (H j  Sg)
X would have stole Hll, hut tkere 
were cameras everywhere/
I FSL-, "Stnyfer"
"Seek 
(Sigma) 
G E T  
OFF 
OF
iM ÎIàT flR llÎi
m G SM KG m nSm
\kJelcome to Sigma Z>elta Fki! 
L-ove. Karyn
S  en (SlaFhi)
You made Fatker/Zaaugkter so 
sfea a l. G rea t job!
L-jove and Ssterkood, 
Karyn (SZ>Fki)
Funny Tree,
Thanks fo r always bemg tkere 
for me. I luvU ail!
Love, sckmittlest
(SZ>Fh)
Kate and S a ra h  
\kJkat Street skould we turn 
on!? Oooys— we’re late! \klkat 
an ei-yerience! (E. Orange)
Karyn
Soyful (S lfrk j).
'iour desk ;s begnmng to look like 
mine, A/ow, we need to buy you 
a cam éra.
L-ove ya. Roomie
Qjongrats to tke A/ew VF,
L-auren Fyletski and to tke new 
Zaïrector of Fublic 
'Relations, S;ll L-evme!
F ea ce, L-ove. and
•Si^ ma Z>elta 
Fki, Karyn
joM
L—esia and 
Soy (SZ>Fki) 
A/e+t time
muck from you hath
Love and Sisterhood, V
Z>XiH9-6S.
C ongrats! You have not reached  
an end. rather, a  begnmng/
Love and Sisterhood T?
FOR THE L O V E  OF GOZ>. 
ft\AY X F L E A S E  I A/TER- 
S E C T /??/
i>X;X> +TL.
Thank you for being tkere for 
me, and for staying when you 
were originally going to leave. Zt 
means a lot to ime.
L-ove and Sisterhood your
Lottie
To all of my sisters (Z>XjZ>) 
Thank you for your lave and 
support, -for holding my hand, a n d . 
letting me cry  on your shoulders 
IW O all!
L- + S  H7
ZMSZ* * 55,
Congrats! X knew you could do 
it! L-ove ya!
Lands, your Big HI
This meeting 
of tke dner 
committee 
will now come 
to order.
Hey Syammy!
X love you. ft[outk!
Love and Sisterhood,
Zrene
Soan C/fXX)
Hey, is that the Ferdue guy?
Ju s t wondering.
Z>ee
Fsi G ass CflXX)
Gongrats ladies! 'iou are an 
awesome addition! ZluvU!
Z ee. V 1(6
Geylan and Kristen (AZX)
\kJkat a team! Smile, you can go 
to si eef now!
L-UV, Z ee
AZX -  SLftFL-Y THE B E S T  
Jenn. Fsi 193 (AZX)
FZh/H-Ui!
L jjY, 'iou can guess
AZX Fki m
X kofe one day Z ’ll have as 
muck of a clue as you do!
L u v  ya, 'ilLS
THE E - m z U  STOF FOL-- 
L-CkkJZA/G ft[E!
G E T  /HIM!
THE. STAUCLA/G  ftlUST EA/Za!
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaacjk/
'iou re dnv>ng me A/UTS 
YOUR FL-AA/ Z S EVZLJ 
-J JO '-S  CT"X L a b  /Assistant)
Kim (Fh Sig)
\kle’re gonna f*k% kirn up/
L~il Senn
/*ladam /\rchon (H j  Sig)
Gee, X wish they would have 
flayed some Hpotie at Sayfhre  
Ball.
L-jl Senn 
"Renee (H i S g )
Thanks for line dancing with me. 
/ou re awesome!
L J  Senn
/tiny L - (H i Sg)
7? cents at \klolmort!
L-il Senn
Gyndi (H j Sg)
X tkmk X have lost court!
almost done.
Your S ;3s
To tke ftISO A/ationally Ranked 
Ckeerleading S^uad,
K eef up tke good work. Vjear 
your national ranking with ynde 
because X
certainly do. You are all 
aw<?som<?.
L-ove Y’all, C oack
To tke best collegiate ch eer­
leaders in tke state: A/O 
L Z ftlZ T S  /\L-UO\kJEZ>! 
W S S -T
To my little Carolyn (Theta) 
Gongrats! \fJelcome to Theta! 
X kn<?w you could do it! X 
love you little! Hop«? 
you are feeling better!
Lave, your big Kerne
Sigma,
ZluvU girls so muck! \kle are 
Sigma!
L-ove and Ssterkood,
Karyn
Zzelta Gamma,
you want to leave tke diner so 
<^ u;c-k, tell me before X order. 
L-ove you, Karyn
(SZ>Fki)
HBD—SZftlFL-V THE B E S T !
To my sons: Benny, Simbo, 
Kevin, Sokn, and Chris.
A fter L weeks, you’ve shown tke 
want and desire to be Bulls.
You are now p art 
of our everlasting family and 
have my utmost resyect. 
Congrats and always stay 
strong throughout life.
Colonel Vega
X love my Fsi Babies!
FISI
Shannon, Erin, and J enn C/fXX) 
Gongrats! \klelcome to tke 
tree! X love you!
Ceylan
Okay. X can collayse now.
Cool.
(CRASH)
look at all de purdy stars ...(thud).
- J J  O ’S
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Swim Team on the crest of a strong season
by Christopher Lepre
Brian McLaughlin enters his eighth 
season as the MSU head swimming coach 
of both the men’s and women’s teams.
This year the team adds several new 
freshman and transfer swimmers who will 
improve the depth of the roster. “This is 
the most new talent that we ever had in 
my eight seasons at Montclair. This year, 
our success depends on them,” says coach 
McLaughlin.
Returning 18 swimmers from last 
season, Coach McLaughlin is confident 
with the quality of talent that the team 
has. Freshman Gil Castillo (West New 
York) will add to the talent, “Gil has a 
lot of raw talent, and he will be involved 
in every major success this team will have. 
He is quick, athletic and has an amazing 
future as a swimmer.” said C oach  
McLaughlin.
Another freshman that will have an 
impact is breaststroker Staci Goldstein 
(Tunersville). W ith “the best work ethic 
on the team,” Coach M cLaughlin is 
looking to her to step up and set an
example.
Look to senior captain Bridget Duffy 
(Holmdel) and sophomore Jen Meisch 
(Union) to pilot the team 
through the rough waters 
ahead. Duffy holds the 
school records in the 200 and 
500 freestyle, the 200 and 
400 medley relay, and the 
200 and 400 freestyle relays.
Meisch holds school records 
in the 50 and 100 freestyle,
100 breaststroke, 200 
butterfly, and 400 Individual 
medley.
On the men’s side, senior 
captain  Billy Blomn 
(C lifton) and sophomore 
Brian Frazer (Closter) will be 
team anchors. Blomn holds 
five school records in the 
200, 500, 1,000 freestyle the 
200 butterfly, and the 800 
freestyle relay.
Blomn was also an all'
American in his freshman
and sophomore years. Frazer currently 
holds the school record in the 200 
individual medley. The Red Hawks next
meet is December 7th at Misericordia at 
1:00 p.m. M SU will host the Alumni 
Meet on December 14th.
Jessica Delgrado o f the MSU Women's Swim Team
Football loses final game 35-0, end season 4-6
by Jett fchrlich ~
The weather was cold and so were the 
Red Hawks as they lost to Rowan College. 
On a 20 degree night the offense gained 
only 100 yards. The Profs, who gained 
402 yards, were just too much for the Red 
Hawks.
In the first quarter, Rowan College, on 
an 11 play 74 yard drive, scored on a 12 
yard touchdown pass. However, their 
PA T was blocked. Later in the first 
quarter the Profs scored again on a seven 
play 67 yard drive capped off by a three 
yard rushing touchdown and a two point 
conversion. After one quarter of play the 
score was 14-0.
The second quarter saw yet another 
Profs’ touchdown, this one on a 16 yard 
run. The score was 21-0 as the teams 
headed into the locker rooms for halftime.
At this point the MSU fans figured that 
the Profs were the real deal, but, still, they 
wanted to see the Red Hawks score. They 
came out playing their hearts out and tried 
anything to light a spark. But they failed 
to put any points on the scoreboard for 
the rest of the game and lost 35-0. The 
closest they came was a missed 47 yard
field goal by Mike Stoehr (Iselin). The 
subsequent 14 points by the Profs came 
off a 45 yard interception return in the 
third quarter and a 27 yard touchdown 
reception in the fourth.
Quarterback Brian Cooney 
(Guttenberg) finished nine for 22 for 78 
yards. He also threw two interceptions.
Fullback Ralph Cinque (Clifton) 
rushed for 30 yards on nine carries. Brian 
Schladitz (West Orange) punted seven 
times and averaged 35.4 yards per punt.
The defense registered 60 tackles, 12 
of them by John Fiore (Fairfield). They 
sacked Rowan quarterback Greg Lister four 
times, Jeff Bargiel (West Paterson) with 
two, Moses McKenzie (Paterson) added 
one, and Dan Garrett (Clifton) and John 
Hemenway (Roselle Park) contributed 
with a half sack each.
For the season, Fiore, Bargiel, and co- 
captians Garrett and Jason Williams 
(Morganville) played their final game for 
the Red Hawks, as all four are seniors. 
Fiore, named by the M ontclarion player- 
of-the-year, led the team with 140 tackles. 
He also had a 55 yard interception return 
for a touchdown, seven pass deflections,
and two-and-a-half sacks. Fiore was always 
seen psyching himself up on the sidelines 
and visibly angry when a game was not 
going the Red Hawks’ way.
His demeanor rubbed off on his 
teamates and encouraged them to never 
stop playing hard.
Bargiel completed his senior campaign 
with 96 tackles and 14-5 sacks, leaving 
him one sack short of the all-time MSU 
school record.
Co-captains Garrett and Williams 
finished the season with 113 and 68 
tackles, respectively. Garrett added two- 
and-a-half sacks while Williams recorded 
five.
All four of them led by example, started 
all ten games, and provided head coach 
Rick Giancola with a large group of 
returning players who’ve benefitted greatly 
from the four seniors. Some of the 
returning players are following.
Quarterback Brian Cooney completed 
his junior season 91 of 200 for 1126 yards. 
His completion percentage was 45.5% and 
had a quarterback rating of 95.99.
Kicker Mike Stoehr had a team high 
39 points this season on eight field goals
and 15 PA T’s.
Tailback Reggie Johnson (East Orange) 
finished second in scoring with 24 points. 
He also led the team in rushing yards, 
with 317 on 101 carries.
Ralph Cinque finished a close second 
in rushing yards with 301 on 73 carries.
Wide-receiver Ellis Allen (Norma) had 
a team high 443 yards on 29 receptions.
For the defense, sophomore Keith Izsa 
(Cedar Grove) ended the season third on 
the team with 105 tackles and one 
interception return for a touchdown.
Outstanding freshman Ron Lewis 
(Long Branch) had 72 tackles, two 
interceptions, and one kickoff return for 
a touchdown.
Sophom ore Jason  Bratcher 
(Bloomfield) led the team in interceptions 
with three.
The Red Hawks finished the season 
with an overall record of 4-6, 2-3 in the 
NJAC. Their most impressive win was 
the 27-7 victory at Kean College on 
October 12. W ith all but five players 
returning, the Red Hawks look to be in 
prime position to have a great season next 
year.
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W om en’s Basketball wins 
E C  SU Tip-off Tournament
by Chris Lepre
This past weekend, the MSU Women’s 
Basketball team traveled to Williamaic, 
Conneticut to take part in the Eastern 
Connecticut State University Tip-Off 
Tournament. This was the Red Hawk’s 
first appearance in the tournament since 
1992, when they lost their first game but 
won in the consolation round.
On Saturday the Red Hawks advanced 
to the finals with a 51-47 victory against 
host team Econn. Heidi Klinger 
(Linwood, NJ) led the team with 14 points 
and 3 assists. Wyemia Kelly (Paterson) 
added 11 points and Tracy Singletory had
10 points with four rebounds.
In Sunday’s final game the team glided 
to an 89-63 win over Salve Regina. Lisa 
Villalta (Harrison) and Kelly (Paterson) 
each had 14 points. Kelly was named to 
the all tournament team. But the big news 
of the tournament was Tracey Singletory 
(Liceasbey), who won the tournament 
Most Outstanding Player award and led 
the Red Hawks to victory with 20 points 
and seven rebounds in the final game.
The Red Hawks will open up thier 
home season against New Jersey Athletic 
Conference rival Richard Stockton this 
Saturday, in Panzer Gym at 2:00 p.m.
Questions? Opinions? 
Call us at 655-5216 or 
E-mail at demercuriod@ 
alpha.montclair.edu
Fearless Forecasts
TOM TRACY: EDITOR IN CHIEF (31 -0)
GIANTS +6 1/2 OVER PHILADELPHIA. We beat Dallas. Yeaaaa.
GREEN BAY - 9 1/2 OVER CHICAGO. The ‘Bay is goin to the Super Bowl. 
TAMPA BAY +6 OVER CAROLINA. The Bucs look good.
HOUSTON -3 1/2 OVER JETS. Run Eddie, Run.
JEAN-MARIE NAVETTA: EDITORIAL EDITOR (27-13)
GREEN BAY - 9 1/2 OVER CHICAGO. Rison & Favre: MEOW! 
PITTSBURGH -6 OVER BALTIMORE. And next week they’ll win too. 
HOUSTON -3 1/2 OVER JETS. I’m starting at QB for the Jets. 
PHILADELPHIA -6 1/2 OVER GIANTS. I hate local teams.
TIMOTHY CASEY: PHOTO EDITOR (5-10)
BUFFALO OVER INDIANAPOLIS. K-Gun, Back in Business!
KANSAS CITY -2 OVER DETRIOT. Happy Thanksgiving!
CAROLINA -6 OVER TAMPA BAY. Thanks for sending me to Florida! 
MIAMI =2 OVER OAKLAND. I met Mickey Mouse!
N E B R A S K A  -1 8  O V E R  C O L O R A D O . Don’t miss this game Christmas shopping! 
DENNIS DEMERCURIO: SPORTS EDITOR (0-0)
WASHINGTON =81/2 OVER DALLAS. Skins sweep Dallas again this year! 
DENVER 101/2 OVER SEATTLE. Terrel Davis is going for 1500 yards. 
PHILADELPHIA -61/2 OVER GIANTS. Nothing stopping the Running Watters. 
HOUSTON -31/2 OVER JETS. The Jets crash and burn, beating themselves. 
SAN FRAN -91/2 OVER ATLANTA. SF will be in New Orleans in January.
CHRISTOPHER LEPRE: ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR (0-31)
CHICAGO =91/2 OVER GREEN BAY. It’s a cold day at Lambeua Field. 
ARIZONA =41/2 OVER MINNISOTA. My sister lives there.
Your friend down the hall 
with the Macintosh computer
Power Macintosh 5400
120 MHz/16MB RAM/1.6GB/8X CD-ROM 
15 "  built-in display/keyboard 
Now $1,627
couldn’t be happier that
Apple is offering a $150 rebate
to anyone who gets their own.
Check out Apple’s Holiday Savings.
Right now Apple Computer is offering a $150 rebate when you purchase your 
very own Macintosh* personal computer and an Apple* printer. It’s one of the 
best chances you’ll ever have to take ownership of the worlds most innovative 
technology. Just think about it. You can get your work done faster. The stuff 
you create looks great. And you pocket $150. So rub the sleep from your eyes, 
peel yourself off the couch and hit your campus computer store today. And 
ieaveyour poor friend alone.
*
For further information visit 
University Bookstore
Lower Level -  Student Center Building or call 655-5460
Power Macintosh* 7200 120 MH2/I6MB RAM/I.2GBÆX CD-R0M/15” display/keyboard Now $1,909 
Power Macintosh* 7200 PC compaUble/120 MHz/l6MB RAM/12GBÆX CD-R0M/15" display/keyboard Now $2,523 
Apple* Color StyleW riter* 2500 Up to720x360 dpi Now $327 
Apple* Personal LaserW riter* 300 300x300 dpi B/W Now $553
@1996Affile Computer, Inc All rights reserved. Affile, the Apple logo, Mac, Macintosh, Perfoma, Power Madnlosb and StyieWriter are registered trademarks o]Apple Computer, Inc Apple maii-in rebate offer valid from November2,1996, Ibrougb January 19,1997, uhile supplies last and subject loacailabllily. lb quai- 
ffyjir rebate, printer, computer and an Apple monitor (if sold separately) must be purchased on He same invoice OBer good on my Madnlosb desktop computer with any Apple printer. Void where prohibited by law. See participating reseller for farther rules and details. All Madnlosb computers are designed to be 
accessible to indkiduais with disability. Tbleam more (US only), coil 800-600-7808 or777800-755-0601.
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Men’s Basketball wins 
Tip-off Tournament
by Dennis L. UeMercurio
The MSU Men’s Basketball team has 
begun their season with a strong start as 
they captured the championship of the 
W estern Maryland College T ip -o ff  
Tournament this past weekend.
During the first game against the North 
Carolina Wesleyan Battling Bishops, the 
Red Hawks were led by Senior guard Greg 
Fowler (Plainfield) who had 22 points and 
4 assists.
Sophom ore guard B .J .  R ielly  
(Middlesex) added 18 points, 4 assists, 
and 4 steals, with Senior guard Rohan 
Sutherland (Miami) and Sophomore 
forward John Weipz (Waretown) having 
12 points each. After leading 32-26 at 
the half, M SU fended off a second half 
surge by the Bishops and won the game, 
77-75.;
In the championship against the
it was Wiepz’s turn to shine. He had 28 
points, shooting 13 for 19 from the field 
and had 19 total rebounds. Rielly 
contributed 27 points, 5 assists, and 3 
steak. Fowler scored 14 points with 2 
assists and 8 total rebounds. W ith a 
commanding 42-24 lead at half-time, 
MSU was able to stave off the Green 
Terror, winning 90-72.
Sutherland finished the tournament 
with 15 points, 7 rebounds, 3 assists, and 
2 steak, while Felix Alicia (Perth Amboy), 
a junior forward, had 10 points and 17 
total rebounds.
Junior forwards Raheem Rex (Atlantic 
City) and Patrick Perciose (Carteret) had 
8 and 5 points, and 9 and 6 rebounds, 
respectively.
The Red Hawks open their home 
season against Richard Stockton this 
Saturday, November 30th at 4:00 p.m. at
hosting Western Maryland Green Terror, the Panzer Gymnasium.
MSU Cheerleading to compete in national competition
by Joe Hoops
Montclair State University has always had one of 
the best cheerleading teams in New Jersey, and over 
the past three years they have built the begining of a 
great program. It all started with the hiring of a former
Cheerleaders perfoming at the Homecoming Dance Competition
MSU cheerleader, Russel T . Blackwell as the head coach 
in 1993. Coach Blackwell cheered at MSU for four 
years before graduating, and then went on to Princton 
University where he coached for two years. Upon 
returning to MSU, this time as a coach, Blackwell referred 
to it as his “homecoming.” Coach Blackwell 
was determined to build a strong program with 
the hopes of competing on a national level.
This year Blackwell’s hopes are becoming 
reality. In January, the MSU Cheerleading 
team, a co-ed squad consisting of fifteen 
members, will head to Orlando, Florida to 
compete in a national competition against the 
top cheerleading squads in the nation. The 
competition will take place on January 9-11, 
1997 at the MGM Studios Theme Park. The 
event will be telecast on ESPN 2 at a later 
date. Competing nationally is a first for any 
Division Three cheerleading squad in New 
Jersey. The Red Hawks are currently ranked 
8th in the nation amongst all Division Two 
and Three schools. Even more impressive is 
the fact that MSU ranks a respectable 13 th 
among Division One schools.
Before the Red Hawks head south, they 
will compete in a regional competition at 
Drexel University on December 8, 1996. MSU 
will be competing against schools such as 
Temple, Princton, Penn. State, and long time 
rival William Patterson College.
The Red Hawk cheerleading program 
continues to strengthen every year. This
ongoing improvement can be attributed to Coach 
Blackwell, as well as the hard work and long hours put 
in by his team’s fifteen members (7 women, 8 men). 
The cheerleading program has grown so much that the 
school has added another squad. For the first time, MSU 
shall have an all-female squad consisting of ten women.
Either of these squads can be seen at the Red Hawks 
Basketball games this season. Come out and catch the 
MSU school spirit!
In s id e :
Svorts
footdaCC..........................................................
om en’s 'BasketBad.”. . .
Swim Team .............................................
f e a r  Cess fo reca sts ...............
Stat of the Week
W ykem ia Kelly (P aterso n ) had 14 
points, 7 assists, and 8 rebounds during the 
Eastern Connecticut State University Tip- 
Off Tournament. Kelly was named to the 
All-Toum am cnt Team.
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